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It is common to want to correct signals that have been corrupted by wideband
dispersion. If the dispersion is caused by a system whose transfer function has a flat
amplitude function and a nonlinear phase function, such as is the case with a ltig periodic
antenna, the signal can be corrected via a matched filter. In this paper various optical
implementations of the matched filter, including one and two dimensional systems, are
investigated. The 2D Fourier Filter, along with several simplifications, demonstrating its
power, are simulated. The optical implementations of these systems are also discussed.
The problem ofphase detection of a spatial signal, which arises when dealing with Fourier
II
transforms, is briefly examined and a system capable ofmeasuring said phase is
experimentally implemented. Finally a dual Acousto-Optic matched filter is implemented
concentrating on the practical aspects the setup. An exhaustive description ofthe
implementation process is presented including experimental results obtained from each
step.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Optics has long been touted as the inevitable future of signal processing due to its
inherent parallelism and huge bandwidths, promising throughput improvements on the
order of close to 100,000. However, these improvements are still far away and ifoptics is
to be used in the near future it will have to be combined with electronics producing a
hybrid opto-electronic system. A vast amount of theoretical work has been done in the
field ofoptical signal processing but discussions of the implementation and setup ofthese
systems are few and far between. The goal of this study is to implement a functional
optical signal processor in the form ofa matched filter capable of correcting a signal
corrupted by wideband dispersion typically caused by a broadband log periodic antenna
system. In general, any signal received via an antenna system is corrupted by the antenna's
dispersive properties. These dispersive properties can be characterized by the impulse
response ofthe antenna system. In order to recover the original signal, the received
waveform must be corrected. The matched filter is an effective way of correcting a signal
if the transfer function of the dispersive system has a flat amplitude function and a
nonlinear phase function. This is the case with a log periodic antenna system. Typically
the matched filter has been implemented electronically, however, as transmission rates rise
these electronic filters become increasingly difficult to implement. This problem leads one
to consider optics as a solution due to its intrinsic parallelism and large bandwidths.
The object of this study is to:
1- examine various optical signal processing systems and devices
2- determine the most promising system and technology for immediate
implementation
3- build and characterize an optical matched filter capable of signal
correction
In the next chapter several optical systems and devices are investigated
concentrating primarily on the Acousto-Optic modulator, as this is currently the most
mature optical technology and lends itselfwell to one dimensional signal processing.
Chapter III is a study of the possibilities of two dimensional Fourier Signal Processing.
The subject is dealt with via computer simulations and essentially demonstrates the power
of the 2D Fourier Filter. Along with the various simulations, the physical setups
pertaining to the simulations are discussed. While Chapter HI demonstrates the
importance of the phase in a Fourier system, Chapter IV deals with experimentally
determining the phase ofa spatial optical signal. This chapter provides a cursory look at
the problem, however, it does demonstrate the difficulties involved in measuring the phase
and guides the reader through an experimental setup which proved effective for
determining the phase of the diffraction pattern caused by a slit.
In Chapter V, the heart of this report, an Acousto-Optic signal correlator is
implemented to act as a matched filter. The chapter begins by describing the theoretical
setup and by deriving the correlation output. The reader is then lead through a step by
step procedure for setting up the system, starting with a simple spectrum analyzer. The
chapter also provides the description and development ofa discrete mathematical model
which is used to predict the system output. Also included is a deeper study of the A-0
cell with pertinent experimental results. Chapter V is intentionally left in the form ofa
laboratory log book in order to facilitate reproduction of the work. Many practical issues
that generally remain ignored by the literature on this subject are dealt with here.
Chapter VI summarizes the results of this report and finally Chapter VII proposes
suggestions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND :
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate different Optical Signal Processing
techniques and to find the one that is the most conducive to experimental setup. Both
one and two dimensional systems will be considered even though the system will be
applied to process a one dimensional signal. The system will be used as a matched filter
which can also perform signal correction as long as the dispersion is caused by a system
whose tranfer function has a flat amplitude function and a nonlinear phase function such
as is the case with a log periodic antenna.
2D PROCESSING :
Two dimensional systems can be used to process one dimensional signals if the
one dimensional time varying signal is mapped onto a two dimensional space varying
signal. This can be achieved by mapping the time axis onto the X axis and the voltage
value onto the Y axis. This is easily done with an LCD, a binary amplitude encoding
spatial light modulator. These devices are readily, available inexpensive and can be
found in any commercial LCD television. Once the signal is mapped as a space varying
field, two dimensional optical signal processing can be used to correct the signal.
The first two dimensional technique considered is Image Feature Extraction. This
approach attempts to recognize the input image by extracting a set of features and
comparing this set to a known set of features. These features are extracted by sampling
the input signal in "feature space". Feature space is simply the Fourier transform space
and in optics this is easily generated with a lens. By sampling the Fourier transform of
the input image, various features can be determined. A common way to sample the
Fourier transform is with aWedge Ring Detector as described the references [1]. A
typical number of wedges and rings is 32 each, this yields 64 samples of the feature
space. Each ring sample is rotation invariant and each wedge output is scale invariant.
Wedge Ring detectors can be built by placing the proper number of discrete rings and
wedges on one physical detector with the proper number of outputs, however this process
is difficult and costly, it is more practical and efficient to use a hologram to image the
wedges and rings onto discrete photo-detectors. The following is a diagram of the setup.
Fig. 1 : image feature extraction
This processor is not very conducive to signal correction since it only extracts
features and does not modify the signal in any way. The Fourier Domain Matched Filter
will now be examined. This system, in contrast to image feature extraction systems, has
good signal correction properties. In general a matched filter is a complex valued
function and is generated by taking the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the
target function. However, implementing a full complex valued filter in optics is difficult
and would currently require two separate filters, therefore simpler filters will be
considered. An obvious simplification is to use only the phase or only the amplitude of
the full matched filter. The phase only matched filter yields excellent results, in fact it
performs better than the full matched filter since it has narrower correlation peaks. The
amplitude only filter however is not nearly as good as either the full filter or the phase
only filter (refer to Chapter III for relevant plots). To implement a continuous phase
filter, sophisticated Spatial LightModulators that are not readily available are required,
therefore further simplification of thematched filter is still necessary. The next possible
step is to binarise the phase information to either 0 or n. This simplification still
produces very good results. Yet another possible simplification is amplitude encoded
binary phase only filter. This filter is very easy to implement, a transmittance of one
(clear pixel) corresponds to a phase of 0 and a transmittance of 0 (black pixel)
corresponds to a phase of it. This filter can most easily be produced by using a
transparency, however, this would be a fixed mask. The filter can be made
reconfigurable if an LCD screen (previously described) is used as the matched filter. The
drawback of this system is that it requires electronic post processing since the output
image contains both the filtered image and a copy of the input image. The following
diagram shows the basic setup for a Fourier Domain 2-D Matched Filter, where the input
device and the Fourier filter could be fixedmasks or reconfigurable devices such as
LCD's and the output device would be a 2D CCD array.
2 D FOURIER MATCHED FILTER SYSTEM
"> &
V
input FT Fourier
Filter
h
V
IFT output
fig. 2 : Fourier filter setup
ID PROCESSING :
One dimensional optical signal processing seems more practical for temporal
signal correction because it eliminates two steps: mapping the ID signal to a 2D input
andmapping the 2D output back to a ID signal. The dominant ID optical signal
processor is the Acousto-Optic Spatial Light Modulator and it will be considered
exclusively since it is the mostmature optical technology today. A-0 devices work on
the principle of the interaction of light and sound. The light propagating through the
device is diffracted by sound waves propagating orthogonal to the input light.
Furthermore the diffraction angle is proportional to the frequency of the sound wave
traveling down the A-0 cell. Therefore knowing the diffraction angle of the output light,
the frequency of the input signal is also known, and if there are several frequencies
present in the input, light will emerge at several different angles.
A-0 devices can operate in two different modes, the Raman-Nath mode and the
Bragg mode. In the Raman-Nath mode the interaction length between the light and
sound is short and an infinite number of diffracted orders are generated.
R-N mode
input light is a plane
wave with uniform
intensity
cos(wct)-
Fig. 3 : A-0 cell in Raman-Nath mode
A;(0 = /ocos[wjtf+ ^{rio + Ancos(wct)}]
A-
y- = (-jyji[2nZ(Ari)/X] = m-, J. = bessel function
A-(t) = amplitude of plane waves at different angles
I0 = amplitude of input light
m. = modulation index
wx = frequency of light
An = change in index of refraction
n0 = nominal index of refraction ofA-0 device
Z = width of acoustic transducer
Out of the infinite number of diffracted orders only two are of particular interest.
The first positive order contains the spectral content of the applied signal and the first
negative order contains the complex conjugate of the signal spectrum. Since signal
correction requires only one diffracted order, diffracting light in several orders is a waste
of precious input power, therefore the Bragg mode of operation will now be considered.
To distinguish between the Bragg and Raman-Nath modes the Q factor is defined:
n A2 ; A = acoustic wavelength
when Q > 10 the cell is said to be in the Bragg mode. In the Bragg mode greater than
95% of the input light is diffracted into the first order. The Bragg cell is characterized by
a long interaction length as compared to the Raman-Nath cell. Furthermore, to achieve
the high diffraction efficiency, the cell must be illuminated off axis to phase match the
input and output vectors. This critical angle is called the Bragg angle.
K = sound propagation vector
k = light propagation vector
Fig. 4 : A-0 cell Bragg angle
K X
SinQb =
2k
=
2A.
XA 0ft = = Bragg angle
Given an acousto-optic modulator of length, L, with its transducer located at x = -L/2
(sound traveling in the + x direction) the diffracted beam immediately behind the cell can
be expressed as a function of time and position [2]:
A(x, t) = a{x){ 1 +jm s(t- 1- )cos[wc(f-1- $)]}
where the input beam is perpendicular to the A-0 cell (not at the Bragg angle), a(x) is the
aperture illumination function, s(t)cos(wct) is the input electrical signal, v is the acoustic
velocity inside the cell and T is the time aperture of the device. T is also known as the
access time, delay time and time history of the cell among other things. Simply putT is
L/v, the time it takes for the acoustic wave to travel through the device. When the cosine
term is expanded three different terms are generated, the first one being a(x), the
undiffracted light, and the other two being:
T x T XsA+(x, i) = a(x)jm s(t- - *)exp[/\vc(f- j
- *)] ; positive order (freq. upshifted)
A.(x, t) = a(x)jm s(t-^- ^)e\p[-jwc(t - ^ - ^)] ; neg. order (freq. downshifted)
A
input
upshifted(+)
undiffracted
downshifted(-)
s(t)cos(wct)
Fig. 5 : spatial frequencies generated by A-0 cell in Raman-Nathmode
In general, ignoring constants:
A(x, t) = a(x)s(t - 1 )exp[/Vc(f-1 *)] (1)
As can be seen in the equation above various signs need to be determined. This
problem has lead to much confusion while analyzing systems using A-0 devices,
however, an insightful diagram, which has been reproduced below, can be found in
VanderLugt's book [2] . The sign in front of the x/v term is determined by the direction
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of sound propagation through the cell, and the sign in the exponential is determined by
the required diffraction order and the direction of sound propagation.
-jwc() Downshifted -jwc()
+X/V
Upshifted
fig. 6 : spatial and temporal frequencies produced by various orientation ofA-0 cell
This diagram gives the sign for the x/v term, the sign for the exponential term, the
direction of travel of the input and output light and whether the output light is frequency
upshifted or downshifted.
Now having some background information on acousto-optic devices it is possible
to examine correlation systems implemented with Acousto-Optic devices. There are two
basic groups of acousto-optic correlators: space integrating and time integrating. Below
is a diagram of a Space Integrating System.
11
SPACE INTEGRATING
g(t)coswct
s(t)coswct
Fig. 7 : space integrating A-0 correlator
In this system s(t) is the input signal and g(t) is the reference signal. Both s(t) and
g(t) are multiplied by the acoustic carrier. Referring to the equations and the diagrams
above the expressions for the optical fields at the outputs of the two A-0 cells can be
written as:
S(x, t) = ai(x)s(t - 1 - f)exp[/wc(. - f - f)] (2a)
G(x, t) = a2(x)g(t - \ + ^exph/w-cO - 1 + *)] (2b)
where aj(x) = 1, and a^x) = S(x,t)
When the reference signal g(t) = h*(-t) it can be shown that at x=0 in the focal plane of
the output lens, ignoring constants and the access time "T", the field is proportional to:
F(0,t)=\'tTs(u)h*(u-2t)du (3)
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To obtain the correlation, the reference signal to the A-0 cell has to be the time reversed
version of the desired impulse response. It should also be noted that the output is time
compressed by a factor of 2. A similar system could also be implemented with a fixed
mask replacing the second A-0 modulator. This configuration would yield the following
result at x=0 in the focal plane of the output lens:
F(0,r)= f s(u)h\-u + t-hdu (4)J t-T *
where the transmittance of the mask g(x) -^ + 2^ |h(x)|cos[wc x + O(x)], a, guarantees
that the transmittance is non-negative. The price paid for removing the secondA-0 cell
is that the reference signal is not updatable.
As can be seen in both equations stated for the space integrating system, the
integration time is limited by the Time Duration of the A-0 cell (T). This will yield
minimal correlation gain. Time integrating systems on the other hand do not have this
problem since the integration time depends upon the time constant of the photo-detector.
A diagram of a Time Integrating system is shown below.
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TIME INTEGRATING
g(t)coswct
Fig. 8 : time integrating A-0 correlator
The input s(t) is used to modulate a point source that illuminates the
Acousto-Optic device containing the reference signal. The correlation output is now seen
as a function ofposition in the focal plane of the output lens as opposed to a function of
time.
s(t)g(t-v)dt (5)
Jo
In conclusion, there are several systems that are good candidates for setup in
RIT's optics lab. However the most promising and straightforward system seems to be
the space integrating correlator. All the necessary optical components are available in
the lab, and since it has an updatable reference signal it is a general system that can easily
be varied for experimental purposes.
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III. COMPUTER PROJECT 1 I 2-D Fourier Filtering
PURPOSE :
To see how two dimensional optics may be used to performMatched Filtering
operations for applications such as signal correction and image recognition.
THEORY:
TheMatched Filter is an excellent tool for image recognition, it can easily pick out
a known target among clutter (noise) and other objects. To implement the matched filter
the Fourier transform of the target (f) is taken and the complex conjugate of that becomes
the Fourier domain matched filter (FF).
ff = [^or
To get the Fourier transform of the image field the Fourier transform of the input scene is
multiplied by "FF" the Fourier domain matched filter.
YF = XF * FF
where : YF = Fourier transform of the output scene or image
XF = Fourier transform of input scene or image
FF = Fourier domain matched filter
Finally to get the output image field the inverse Fourier transform of "YF" is taken
y = ^'(YF)
When the intensity ofy is examined correlation peaks are found in the output plane at
locations corresponding to the targets in the input scene.
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OPTICAL IMPLEMENTATION : (refer to 2D Processing Chapter 2)
Using the fact that an ordinary lens can perform a Fourier Transform, it has been
shown in [3] that the wholeMatched Filter System can be implemented optically as
depicted in the following diagram. An optical implementation can take this
computationally intensive task and perform it two dimensionally in the time it takes the
light to propagate from the input to the output.
laser
....
Input
SLM
Where SLM = 2 dimensional spatial light modulator
2-D
CCD array
fig. 9 : 2-D Optical Matched Filter Setup
In general, the SLM's should be able to encode complex valued functions in order
to implement the equations above, however in this project possible simplifications to the
Spatial Light Modulators will be investigated by running various computer simulations.
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MATLAB SIMULATIONS :
The next two plots show the target and the input scene to be used in all the
following simulations. The figures shown below are mesh plots of the intensity omitted by
the target and the input scene. As a two dimensional representation the target would
simply be an "L". The input image contains four versions of the target, each one rotated
by 90, and they are all imbedded in clutter (noise).
fig. 10 : target for following simulations
fig. 1 1 : input scene for following simulations
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SIMULATION 1 : Full Matched Filter
In this simulation the equations in their full complex form, as shown in the theory
section, have been implemented. This will be the benchmark to which the results yielded
after various simplifications can be compared. In general it is very difficult to implement
the full matched filter optically because a separate SLM would be needed to encode both
the amplitude and the phase of the complex valued Fourier Mask (filter).
fig. 12 : full matched filter output
As can be seen in the plot above the filter pulled out the one object that matched
the target. However the reader might also notice that the other objects are simply rotated
versions of the target and it seems reasonable to want to recognize those also. The
question of rotation invariance will be investigated later. For now suffice it to say that the
filter is acting as expected and pulled the target out ofthe clutter in the input.
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SIMULATION 2 : Amplitude Only & Phase OnlyMatched Filters
In this simulation the FourierMask is simplified by making it amplitude only and
also phase only respectively. To do this the complex function is broken up into separate
phase and amplitude functions and then these separate functions are used to generate the
two simplifications. The phase only mask seems like a more desirable solution because the
input signal is not attenuated by the mask. The following are plots of the output for both
of these simplifications.
AMPLITUDE ONLY
fig. 13 : Amplitude only matched filter output
19
PHASE ONLY
fig. 14 : Phase only matched filter output
As can be seen by the previous plots the phase only simplification is far superior to
the amplitude only simplification. As a matter of fact the phase only solution even
outperforms the full matched filter since it has a narrower correlation peak. However, it is
also interesting to note that the amplitude only filter is rotation invariant. The amplitude
function of a 2D Fourier Transform is inherently rotationally invariant whereas the phase
function is not.
20
SIMULATION 3 : Binary Phase Only Filter
In this simulation the phase only filter from simulation 2 is further simplified by
binarizing the phase information to 180 and 0. The following is a plot of the output.
fig. 15 : Binary phase only matched filter output
Here again fairly good performance is seen. This is not quite as good as the phase
only plot but it does compare well the full matched filter showing narrower peaks but less
noise margin. It is also interesting to note that the binary phase only filter shows
180
rotation invariance. As previously mentioned rotation invariance will be dealt with later.
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SIMULATION 4 : Amplitude Encoded Binary Phase Only Filter
The final simplification considered is the Amplitude Encoded Binary Phase Only
Filter. In this filter the binary phase information is encoded in terms ofamplitude. This
could simply be a screen with pixels modulated to black or white. The value ofzero
would be modulated to black (allowing no light through) whereas white would correspond
to a value of 1 (clear screen letting all light through). If the binary phase values from the
last simulation are redefined letting
0
= 1 and
180
=
-1, and these values are shifted up
by 1 yielding 0 and 2, and then divided by 2 the desired binary values of0 and 1 are
generated.
DERIVATION :
Let Fi = the Fourier transform of the input scene
Let Fo = the Fourier transform of the output
Let Fp = the binary phase filter based on binary values of 1 and -1
Let Fa = the amplitude encoded binary phase filter
from the discussion above it is clear that Fa = l/2(Fp + 1)
Fo = Fi * Fa
Fo = Fi * l/2(Fp + 1)
Fo = l/2Fi * Fp + l/2Fi
Output = ^(Fo) = 9-\V2Fi * Fp) + ?'(l/2Fi)
?'(l/2Fi * Fp) is recognized as 1/2 the true binary phase filter output
and 7"'(l/2Fi) as 1/2 the input scene
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input is a known quantity it can be removed from the output by a method such as the one
shown in the following diagram in which the input beam is split in two with one path going
through the filter and the other path going directly to a reference detector. Electronics can
then be used to subtract the output of the reference detector from the output of the filter
detector, yielding the desired output.
FT lens EFT lens
Electronics
input image K
filter Detector
arrays
copy of
input
fig. 16 : optical setup for amplitude encoded phase filter
RESULTS :
OUTPUT BEFORE CORRECTION
imAge- <- til tetrad object in clutter
\
fig. 17 : Amplitude encoded phase filter output without correction
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OUTPUT AFTER CORRECTION
fig. 18 : Amplitude encoded phase filter output with correction
Again this simplification worked quite well as can be seen by the plot above. As
with the Binary Phase filter this filter also shows 180 rotation invariance and it has a
better rejection ratio. This is an attractive approach because it is fairly easy to implement.
The simplest way is just to use a transparency and a laser printer to produce a fixed mask.
If an updatable mask is required a common liquid crystal television display can be used as
the filter. The drawback to this system is that it requires electronic post processing and is
therefore slower.
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SIMULATION 5 ; Rotation Invariance
As just seen, none of the previous filters have been able to detect the target in all
possible orientations. In this group of simulations the issue ofrotation invariance, and
more specifically a class of filters which are produced via superposition in the Fourier
Domain, will be examined.
PHASE ONLY FILTER :
In this example a 90 rotation invariant filter is created by adding four different
matched filters and then taking the phase to make a phase only filter. The four individual
filters were derived from the target at four different orientations (0, 90, 180, 270).
Note that the superposition was done in the Fourier plane, however, it could have been
done in the object plane prior to calculating the Fourier filters since the Fourier Transform
has the property of linearity. The following plot shows that the four orientations of the
object have been detected.
r
fig. 19 : phase only rotation invariant filter output
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BINARY PHASE ONLY FILTER
This simulation is similar to the previous case, however this time the phase is
binary. From previous work it was noticed that the binary phase only filter alone showed
a
180
rotation invariance. Using this fact two individual filters (each 90 apart) were
added together as opposed to the four used in the full phase case.
SUM 2 INDIVIDUAL FILTERS
fig. 20 : binary phase only rotation invariant filter output (sum of two filters)
It is obvious from the plot above that this filter only picked out two of the four
orientations. It seems as if it is still necessary to add all four of the individual filters for the
binary phase only case.
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SUM 4 INDIVIDUAL FILTERS
fig. 21 : binary phase only rotation invariant filter output (sum of four filters)
Here the expected output, which contains correlation peaks at the locations of all
four orientations, is seen. Referring to the source code the reader will see that the filter
was made phase only and binarised after the two individual filters had been summed.
Discarding the amplitude and binarising the phase prior to summing the two filters was
also attempted hoping that this would preserve the 180 rotation invariance property of
each individual filter, however this yielded ghastly results.
NOTES:
In these simulations only
90
rotation invariance filters have been generated, that is
to say that if the object at the input was the target rotated by
45 the filter would have a
hard time picking it out. However, this same process can be extended to finer rotation
invariance by simply summing more individual filters. The price paid is in main lobe to
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side lobe ratio, the finer the rotation invariance the lower this ratio gets. This can even be
seen in the simulations above if the ordinary matched filters from simulations 2 and 3 are
compared to the rotation invariant filters in simulation 5.
MATLAB SOURCE CODE :
MAKEF.M:
% subroutine
% create filter f ' in spatial domain and target 'o'
f=zeros(50,50);
for j=1 :5, for k=1 :5,
fG+22,k+22)=1;
end
end
for j=1 :5,
fork=1:5,
fG+24,k+24)=0;
end
end
o=f(23:27,23:27);
MAKEX.M :
% subroutine
% create input scene 'x', multiple objects in clutter
x=rand(50,50)./2;
x(6:10,6:10)=o;
x(31 .35,41 :45)=rot90(o,1);
x(31:35,6:10)=rot90(o,2);
x(6:10,41:45)=rot90(o,3);
mesh(x)
title('input scene');
MFILTM :
% subroutine
% get matched filter output y using x from
"makex"
and ff from main routine
xf=fft2(x);
xf=fftshift(xf);
yf=xf.*ff;
y=fft2(yf);
y=fftshift(y);
y=y.*conj(y);
y=rot90(y,2);
mesh(y);
title('image of filtered object in clutter');
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PMAX.M:
% this function finds the maximum value in a 2D array
function m = pmax(x)
m = max(x);
m = max(m);
MATCHM :
% main routine
% create a complex valued matched filter & determine the output
makef;
ff=fft2(f);
ff=fftshift(ff);
ff=conj(ff);
makex;
mfilt;
MATCHAOM :
% main routine
% create an amplitude only matched filter & determine the output
makef;
ff=fft2(f);
ff=fftshift(ff);
ff=conj(ff);
ff=abs(ff); % use only amplitude information
makex;
mfilt;
MATCHPOM :
% main routine
% create a phase only matched filter & determine the output
makef;
ff=fft2(f);
ff=fftshift(ff);
ff=conj(ff);
ff=angle(ff); % use only phase information
ff=1*exp(i*ff);
makex;
mfilt;
MATCHBPO :
% main routine
% create a binary phase only matched filter & determine the output
makef;
ff=fft2(f);
ff=fftshift(ff);
ff=conj(ff);
ff=angle(ff); % use phase only
for j=1 :50,
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fork=1:50,
if ff(j.k) >= 0 ,ff(j,k)=pi;end % binarise the phase
end
end
ff=1*exp(i*ff);
makex;
mfilt;
MATCHA:
% main routine
% create a amplitude encoded binary phase only matched filter
% it also corrects for the image copying (this would be done electronically)
makef;
ff=fft2(f);
ff=fftshift(ff);
ff=conj(ff);
ff=angle(ff); % use only phase information
forj=1:50,fork=1:50,
if ffG.k) >= 0 ,ffG,k)=1 ;end % binarise and amplitude encode the phase
if ffG.k) < 0 ,ffG,k)=0;end
end
end
makex;
mfilt;
pause;
% cancel the copied image
mx = pmax(y);
y=y./mx;
y2=fft2(xf);
y2=fftshift(y2);
y2=y2.*conj(y2);
y2=rot90(y2);
y2=rot90(y2);
mx = pmax(y2);
y2=y2./mx;
y=y-y2;
mesh(abs(y));
title(fixed output');
RMATCHPOM :
% main routine
% create a
90*
rotation invariant phase only matched filter
makef;
ff1=fft2(f); % on axis filter
ff1=fftshift(ff1);
ff1=conj(ff1);
ff2=fft2(rot90(f,1)); % 90 degree rotation filter
ff2=fftshift(ff2);
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ff2=conj(ff2);
ff3=fft2(rot90(f,2)); % 1 80 degree rotation filter
ff3=fftshift(ff3);
ff3=conj(ff3);
ff4=fft2(rot90(f,3)); % 270 degree rotation filter
ff4=fftshift(ff4);
ff4=conj(ff4);
ff=ff1 +ff2+ff3+ff4; % sum all four filters
ff=angle(ff);
ff=1 *exp(i*ff); % use only phase information
makex;
mfilt;
RMBPO.M :
% main routine
% create a binary phase only
90*
rotation invarient matched filter
makef;
ff 1 =fft2(f); % on axis filter
ff1=fftshift(ff1);
ff1=conj(ff1);
ff2=fft2(rot90(f ,1 )); % 90 degree rotation filter
ff2=fftshift(ff2);
ff2=conj(ff2);
ff=ff1 +ff2; % sum two filters
ff=angle(ff);
for j=1 :50, for k=1 :50, % use only phase and binarise
if ffG.k) >= 0 ,ffG,k)=pi;end
ifffG,k)<0 ,ffG,k)=0;end
end
end
ff=1*exp(i*ff);
makex;
mfilt;
RMBPQ4.M :
% main routine
% create a binary phase only
90'
rotation invarient matched filter, sum 4 filters
makef;
ff1 =fft2(f); % on axis filter
ff1=fftshift(ff1);
ff1=conj(ff1);
ff2=fft2(rot90(f,1 )); % 90 degree rotation filter
ff2=fftshift(ff2);
ff2=conj(ff2);
ff3=fft2(rot90(f,2)); % 1 80 degree rotation filter
ff3=fftshift(ff3);
ff3=conj(ff3);
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ff4=fft2(rot90(f,3)); % 270 degree rotation filter
ff4=fftshift(ff4);
ff4=conj(ff4);
ff=ff1 +ff2+ff3+ff4; % sum 4 filters
ff=angle(ff);
for j=1 :50, for k=1 :50, % take phase and binarise
if ff(j.k) >= 0 ,ffG,k)=pi;end
if ffO.k) < 0 ,ffG,k)=0;end
end
end
ff=1*exp(i*ff);
makex;
mfilt;
CONCLUSION :
In this investigation the feasibility ofusing optics to perform 2D spatial filtering
has been shown by proving that simple filters, which can easily be implemented in optics,
can perform useful recognition tasks. Of all the systems simulated, the phase only
matched filter seems to perform best, whereas the binary phase only filter provides the best
performance to implementation ease ratio. All the simulations dealt primarily with "on
axis" fixed scale filtering. That is to say that the input image has to have the target
unrotated and unsealed relative to the space domain filter in order for it to be detected.
Rotation invariant filters were also investigated, however, the surface was only scratched,
simulating only the simplest algorithm. There are various other methods including using
inherently rotation invariant circular basis functions to create the frequency domain filter.
The other issue not even addressed is the problem of scale invariance. In a real world
application it is necessary to detect a target even if it appears in the input image in a
magnified or reduced form. This problem raises a whole other class of filters called scale
invariant filters.
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TV. LABWORK 1 : Phase Detection via Homodyne Interference
OBJECTIVE :
The objective of this lab work is to determine the phase of a spatial optical signal.
The most appealing advantage ofoptical signal processing is the fact that a common lens
can be used to perform a 2D Fourier Transform in parallel at the speed of light [4].
However, as the Optical Matched Filter simulations showed, the Fourier Transform is not
very useful without phase information. It is therefore critical to be able to determine the
phase of a spatial optical signal. In this experiment the phase of the diffraction pattern
caused by a slit will be measured.
THEORY:
In order to detect the phase of a signal it is necessary to interfere the signal with a
second signal which will be known as the reference signal. Since a low speed CCD array
will be used to measure the phase the reference signal will have to be of the same temporal
frequency as the signal being detected, this is known as Homodyne interference.
Furthermore, the reference signal should have a known and simple phase function.
Keeping this in mind the best reference signal is a plane wave since it has uniform phase
distribution. The following is a derivation ofthe intensity produced by the Homodyne
interference of two optical plane waves.
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let U5 = file!*' and Ur = JTr^'
u = us+u,
i=uir = (u,+ur)(ir,+irr)
i-i.u+u.ir.+cu.ir,)'
I = L + L + Jlj^e***-** + fiTre-**'-*A
I = 2IS + 2Ir + 2cos(0, + Or )
if Is = Ir: I = 2Ir(l+cos(Os + Or))
I = 41, cos2 (A*/2) where AO = (<DS - Or ) (6)
Equation 6 clearly shows that the intensity can be used to determine the relative
phase between the signal and the reference.
The goal of this experiment is to detect the phase function of the diffraction
pattern of a slit. This diffraction pattern turns out to be the Fourier Transform of the slit,
if it is measured in the far field. This will not be proven here, however, the derivation is
available in almost any Fourier Optics book [5]. The following is a derivation of the
Fourier Transform ofa slit. Since the slit is much taller than the input beam this is
essentially a one dimensional problem.
A(n) = { 1: hi < a and 0: |rj| > a }
r~ j\x r j-r\X
(x)= A(r|)e/ dx\=\ A.{y\)tf dx\
J o Ja
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(x) =
\J-fx
W** 1
J -a
Jj*
j/?"-^?-]
(x) = 2a sincRxa)
I(x) = 4a2sinc2A_a) (7)
It should come as no surprise that the sine function is the Fourier transform ofa
slit since the mathematics for a one dimensional space function are identical to a time
function, so the slit corresponds to a square pulse in time which is commonly known to
have a sine function as its Fourier transform.
SIMULATION:
FOURIER TRANSFORM OF SLIT : Intensity and Phase Uninterfered
Intensity and Phage of the Fourier Transform of -.lit A
Fig. 22 : Fourier transform of slit (amplitude and phase)
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INTERFERE IN PHASE WITH PEAK OF MAIN LOBE :
Interference Pattern and Fourier Phase
fig. 23 : Fourier transform of slit interferedwith plane wave in phase with main lobe
In this case the Fourier Transform was interfered with a plane wave that was in
phase with the peak ofthe main lobe. The interference pattern is very similar to the
original intensity pattern and does not yield very much new information. However, the
peaks of the interference pattern correspond to the valleys of the phase function, or the 0
phase points, and the valleys of the interference pattern correspond to the
180
phase
points.
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INTERFERE 180 OUT OF PHASE WITH PEAK OF MAIN LOBE
Interference Pattern and Fourier Phase
fig. 24 : fourier transform of slit interfered with plane wave 180 out ofphase with main lobe
In this case the Fourier Transform was interfered with a plane wave that was 180
out ofphase with the peak of the main lobe. This yields some promising results, as can be
seen by the plot, the interference pattern resembles the sought after phase function. As
opposed to the in-phase interference here the valleys correspond to zero phase and the
peaks to 180 phase.
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MATLAB SOURCE CODE :
HOMODINEM :
% this file calculates the field pattern for a slit aperture
x=[ones(1 ,1 0),zeros(1 ,44)];
xf=fft(x);
xf=fftshift(xf);
a=1:1:54;
plot(a,abs(xf),a,2*abs(angle(xf))+1 1 .5);
title('lntensity and Phase of the Fourier Transform of slit');
gtextCPhase');
gtext('lntensity');
HOMOOM :
% this file calculates the field pattern for a slit aperture and interferes it with a
% plane wave that is in phase with the peak of the field intensity
x=[ones(1 ,1 0),zeros(1 ,44)];
xf=fft(x);
xf=fftshift(xf);
r=ones(1 ,54).*5.8*expQ*0);
xi=xf+r;
a=1:1:54;
plot(a,abs(xi),a,3*abs(angle(xf))+18);
title('lnterference Pattern and Fourier Phase');
gtext('lnterference Intensity1);
gtext('Original Phase');
HOMO180M .
% this file calculates the field pattern for a slit aperture it then interferes this
% pattern with a plane wave that is 1 80 degrees out of phase with the peak of
% the field intensity pattern
x=[ones(1 , 1 0),zeros(1 ,44)];
xf=fft(x);
xf=fftshift(xf);
r=ones(1 ,54).*6*expG*pi);
xi=xf+r;
a=1:1:54;
plot(a,abs(xi),a,abs(angle(xf))+9.5);
title('lnterference Pattern and Fourier Phase');
gtext('lnterference Intensity');
gtext('Original Phase1);
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PROCEDURE : refer to the following diagram
slit
cyl.
lens
laser
variable .
filter
_^K
mirrorV
columnator
-iw *
* Glass on a rotational stage
to provide phase shift
mirror
Fourier Transform
linear
CCD
j array
Plane wave
reference beam
fig. 25 : lab setup for homodyne phase detection
Above is a diagram of the setup used to detect the phase of the diffraction pattern
of a slit. It is important to keep the path lengths as short and even as possible in order to
stay within the coherence length of the laser. Marked degradation was found with a path
length difference as small as 20cm. In order to get interference, the two beams must be
perfectly aligned and columnated. To generate the reference beam the raw laser beam was
expanded and columnated using a standard collimation system consisting of two spherical
lenses. To generate the diffracted beam, on the other hand, a cylindrical lens was used to
collimate the diffracted beam since it is spreading only in one direction due to the one
dimensional nature of the slit. It is important to note that the Fourier Transform is
achieved via propagation to the "Far Field" and the cylindrical lens is simply used for
collimation and not as a Fourier Transform lens. Keeping this in mind it is essential that
the focal length ofthe lens be long enough to allow the lens to be placed in the "Far Field"
of the slit aperture, or else the Fourier Transform will not be generated. Another crucial
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factor in this setup is the intensity ratio ofthe two beams. This ratio should be variable
and this can be achieved by using a variable beam splitter at the output of the laser or by
using a variable filter in the reference beam, the latter was used in this experiment.
Another parameter that should remain variable is the phase shift between the reference
beam and the peak ofthe main lobe. Having this phase shift variable allows the various
simulations to be easily replicated. This is achieved by placing a piece ofglass on a
rotational stage and forcing one of the two beams to propagate through it. Rotating the
glass will slightly alter the optical path length ofone of the beams and will therefore alter
the relative phase shift between the two beams.
1 : Set up system as shown in diagram above
A: Place and align laser
B: Place beam splitter at output of laser and align (use tilt table)
C: Place two mirrors and align (use translational stages)
D: Place second beam splitter and align (use tilt table)
E: Insert columniating optics into reference beam path and align
F: Place slit in signal beam path (use XYZ stage)
G: Place cylindrical lens to collimate diffracted beam and align (use XYZ stage)
H: Place glass in the path of the diffracted beam (use rotational stage)
I : Place variable filter in reference beam path
J : Place CCD array at the output of the second beam splitter
additional filters may be needed to prevent saturation of the CCD array
2: Rotate the piece ofglass and monitor the CCD array output using scope
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DATA:
UNINTERFERED DD7FRACTION PATTERN
fig. 26 : slit diffraction pattern (far field)
This is a picture of the intensity pattern of the beam after it has been
diffracted by a slit aperture. Although it is not very obvious from this particular
plot, the expected sine function is present as was made clear by a closer look at
the side lobes.
INTERFERED INTENSITY PATTERNS
v*W3
fig. 27 : interfere in phase w/t main peak fig. 28 : Interfere 180 out ofphase w/t main peak
In figure 27 the intensity pattern generated via interfering the diffracted
beam with a plane wave in phasewith the main lobe peak is shown. As expected
something similar to the original diffraction pattern, but shifted up, is seen. The
extra lobes on the left are due to misalignment ofthe two beams. Figure 28 shows
the intensity pattern when the diffracted beam is interfered with a plane wave 180
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out ofphase with the main lobe peak. As predicted in the simulations the intensity
pattern resembles the theoretical phase function of the Fourier Transform of the
slit.
CONCLUSION:
Of the two interference methods investigated the one that interfered the signal with
a reference beam 180 out ofphase with the peak of the main lobe is by far the most
useful. It provides an intensity distribution that is very close to the sought after phase
function and, in fact, ifthe two are binarised they are practically identical provided that the
proper thresh-holding is used. One word of caution, these conclusions are based primarily
on the simulated results, however, the experimental results do match the simulations fairly
well and the discrepancies are due primarily to problems with alignments and tolerances in
the physical setup. Another point that should be made is that the phase investigated in this
experiment has been absolute phase, there has been no distinction made between positive
and negative phase since a static intensity signal was measured.
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V. LAB WORK 2 : Set up an Optical Signal Correlator
OBJECTIVE :
The objective of this lab work is to set up an optical signal correlator. As
discussed in the Chapter II, the easiest system to set up that still has an adequate amount
of flexibility is the Acousto-Optic correlator with two A-0 cells, one cell containing the
input signal and the other containing the reference signal. The following is a diagram of
the complete system as shown in [1].
THEORY : refer to the following diagram
x
A
\J2s--
0
Ul
g(t)oos(wt) a(x)= aperature ftmction
T= timedurationof
A-0 cell =I_/v
v= acoustic veloc-ty
S3 L= lengthofodl
s(t)cos(wt)
fig. 29 : Acousto-Optic correlator
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DERIVATION : from Chapter II the optical field at the output of the first A-0 cell can
be written as :
Si(t,x) = \
'
(8)
let a(x) = 1 (uniform illumination as input to first A-0 cell)
S2(t,x) = s(t-l--$)g(t-l- + $)e-^2t-T) (9)
substituting S^t.x) from equation 8 yields
2 v)^ 2
Poo eLll
S,(ti,t) = F[S2(t,x)] = I S2(t, x)e~J ^dx = I 52(r,*)e^^^
J oo J ju/2
lens takes the Fourier Transform
S3(r\,x) = J^/2 s(t- Z - )g(. - 1 + )e^-V^ (10)
let u = t - T/2 - x/v dx = -v du
u + 2x/v = t - T/2 + x/v
new limits
x = L/2 : u = t - T/2 - L/2v = t - T/2 - T/2 = t - T
x = -L/2 : u = t T/2 + L/2v = t - T/2 + T/2 = t
S-3(n, .) = ^ s(u)g(u + ^e-J^du
evaluate at rj = 0 & switch limits of integration
S3(0,t) = S(u)g(u + 2$)du (11)J xT '
x/v = t T/2 - u
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,S3(0,0 = ve-^(2'-^J'_ s(u)g(-u + 2t-T)du (12)
let g(u) = s*(-u)
S3(0,t) = ve-Jw^2t-r>jt_ s(u)s*(u + 2t-T)du correlation (13)
Equation 13 shows that in order to get correlation the reference signal must be the
complex conjugate and time reversed version of the input signal. If a real and even
signal is used as the input ( s(u)=S*(-u) ) then both the input and the reference cells can
be driven by the same signal providing correlation and facilitating the setup.
MATHCAD DERIVATION :
This MathCad work sheet shows how the dual A-O
optical system can produce a correlation output
L =
IO"2 L = 10 cm (half length of cell) this is equivalent to L/2 in
the previous derevation
T := 5-
IO"6
T = 5 us (time length ofA-0 cell)
L i
v =2 v = 4- 10 v = speed of sound in A-0 cell
w = 2- n- 70000000 drive frequency = 70 MHz
t := 0,10"7.. 9
IO"6
set up time array (11 us long)
x = -L,-L + 10"4.. L set up x position array (2L long)
s(t) .= (<D(t) o(t- 1.5- IO"6)J set up input signal 1 (1.5us pulse)
g(t) := s(t) set up input signal 2 (1 .5us pulse)
Fig. 30 : Mathcad worksheet continued on next page
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S(t,x) := s t exp -jw(t--
G(t,x) ;= git + - -exp
s(t)l
-j-w t +
optical outputs of the A-0
modulators
Fourier transform by lens evaluated at v = 0
L
F(t) := S(t,x) G(t,x) dx
J-L
input output
o.oi
F(t)3.005 1
0
5-10"6
1-10
5
Fig. 3 1 : Mathcad worksheet continued
The correlation is present at the ouput and the expected time compression factor
of two is also observed.
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PROCEDURE:
Since this system has several optical components, all ofwhich need to be aligned
to very tight tolerances, it will be set up one section at a time. This will ease the
troubleshooting and alignment procedures and will make it simpler to reproduce the
experiment from this paper. The first step will be a simple spectrum analyzer and it will
gradually be built up to the optical signal correlator shown below.
CAUTION : Before attempting to repeat this experiment it is recommended that the
entire report be read. This chapter has been left in the form of a laboratory log book and
includes all the steps taken during the experiment, good and bad. This means that there
are several steps described that could actually be omitted when reproducing this
experiment. All the steps have been included in this paper because they provide useful
information and lessons.
g(t)cos(wct)
detector
0b= Bragg angle
V.
fig. 32 : Acousto-Optic correlator
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SECTION 1 : Set up simple spectrum analyzer using a single A-0 cell.
The spectrum analyzer will make up the input and output optics of the final
system as well as the "input" signal modulator (the first A-0 cell). This cell will
modulate the input plane wave with the "input" electrical signal..
EQUIPMENT :
Acousto-Optic modulator, model ADM-70
3 cylindrical lenses (fl=15mm, f2=200mm, f3=150mm)
He-Ne laser, power supply
Linear CCD array, power supply
HP function generator, RF amplifier
Scope
Assortedmounting hardware and stages
SPECS ;
ADM-70 Acousto-Optic modulator
fc= 70MHz
BW = 40MHz, 50Mhz-90MHz
Peak deflection efficiency = 80%
Access Time (T) = 5usec
Active Aperture Width = 20mm
Linear CCD Array
1728 elements
total length = 2.25cm
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scan time = 7.4msec
length to scan time ratio = 0.003mm/usec
PROCEDURE : (refer to the following diagram)
A
Bb
The angles have been exaggerated for clarity
cos(wt)
fig. 33 : Acousto-Optic spectrum analyzer
0b = Bragg Angle at center frequency = XfJ2v
v = acoustic velocity
f. = center frequency of cell (70MHz)
Os= Deflection angle at signal frequency = XfJ2\
1 : Use a cylindrical lens at the output of the laser to expand the beam to about
20mm, since the active aperture width of the A-0 cell is 20mm, and use a second
cylindrical lens to collimate the beam.
2 : Mount the A-0 cell on a rotational stage and position it so that its aperture is
evenly illuminated.
3 : Place a third cylindrical lens at the output of the A-0 cell.
4 : Place the CCD array at the focal plane of the third lens.
5 : Monitor the output of the CCD array on the scope.
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6 : Drive A-0 cell with an amplified 70MHz sine wave (4W max), and maximize
the amount of light diffracted to the first positive order by rotating the cell
horizontally.
7 : Once the cell is placed at its Bragg angle (the diffraction efficiency is
maximized) vary the input frequency from 40MHz to 100MHz and see how the
diffraction efficiency changes.
DATA:
The following table and plots show the diffraction efficiency of the A-0 cell
through its bandwidth and the displacement of the first diffracted order relative to
the zero order (straight through) beam. The % deflection is calculated by dividing the
intensity in the first diffracted order by the total input intensity.
Table 1
A-0 Deflection Properties
freq (MHz) disp(mm) %deflection
40 1 26
50 1.26 75
60 1.53 88
70 1.8 88
80 2.07 88
90 2.34 67
100 2.61 20
50
50
DlspLtcement vs Freq.
60 70 80
Frequency (MHiJ
90 100
fig. 34 : focused beam displacement vs frequency
D_-_r*ctii. Efficiency v. Freq.
40 50 60 70 i
Frequency {MHiJ
90
A
LOO
fig. 35 : diffraction efficiency ofA-O cell
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NOTES:
As can be seen by the data the A-0 modulators deflection efficiency is relatively
flat in the pass band, however the peak deflection efficiency is a little higher than the
spec of 80%. It is also obvious from the data that the displacement of the first positive
order is linearly proportional to the drive frequency of the A-O cell. Positions on the
CCD array can now be associated with input frequencies, hence a spectrum analyzer has
been produced.
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SECTION 2 : Insert second A-0 cell into the system.
In this section a second A-0 cell, that will diffract the first positive order of cell 1,
will be added. In the final system the second A-0 cell will be driven by the
"reference"
signal which will be used to modulate the light exiting A-0 cell 1 (which was previously
modulated by the "input" signal).
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT :
Second Acousto-Opticmodulator, model ADM-70
Additional mounting hardware and stages
PROCEDURE : (refer to the following diagram)
A
g(t)cos(wct)
f2=200mm
V.
Fig. 36 : dual A-0 cell deflection system
1 : Add a second A-0 modulator between the first one and the output lens, making sure
that it has its sound waves propagating in the opposite direction of the sound waves of
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the firstA-0 cell (the transducer should be on the opposite side as shown in figure 36).
The counter propagation of the sound waves will cause the two signals to slide past each
other producing the correlation in the final system.
2 : With the first cell turned off drive the second cell at the center frequency (70MHz)
and maximize the amount of energy in the first positive order by rotating the cell. Note
that this time the first positive order will be on the opposite side of the zero order as
compared to the first positive order of cell 1 . This is because the two cells are
propagating in opposite directions.
3 : Once the second cell is set to diffract the beam going straight through celll, turn on
cell 1 . Only the first positive order of celll will be seen . Again adjust cell2 by rotating it
until it diffracts the first positive order of celll. Cell2 will diffract the first positive order
of celll back to the zero order of celll.
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DATA: (CCD array output plots)
A-0 cell 1 positive order diffraction A
1 Y
straight
through
+1 order
fig. 37 : deflection caused by cell 1
This is a plot of the output with celll being driven by a 70MHz sine wave
and cell2 not yet added. As can be seen the first A-0 cell takes the input beam
and shifts it to the left on the CCD array. Remember that the output lens
transforms spatial frequencies to lines in its focal plane. Therefore the A-0 cell is
actually changing the spatial frequency of the laser beam (its direction of travel).
A--0 cell 2 positive order diffraction
T
straight
through
T
+1 order
V*
fig. 38 : deflection caused by cell 2
This is a plot of the output with the second A-0 cell added and being
driven by a 70MHz sine wave (celll is off). As can be seen cell2 shifts the beam
to the right (opposite of celll), since it is oriented in the opposite direction.
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A-0 cells 1 & 2, cell 2 diffracting the +1 order of cell 1
back to zero
~\ r
+1 order of
celM
+1 order of cell 2
taking power from
0 order of cell 1
+1 order of cell 2
taking power from
+1 order of cell 1
fig. 39 : deflection caused by both cells
This is a plot of the output with both cells being driven by 70MHz sine
waves. For this plot cell2 is not at the same angle as in figure 38, where cell2
was set to diffract the straight through beam since celll was off and doing
nothing. In this case cell2 has been set to diffract the first positive order
generated by celll . It is also noticed that cell2 diffracts the beam back to the zero
order. This may cause a problem since the desired output (the first diffracted
order of cell2) is mixed in with undesired noise (the zero order ofboth cells).
NOTES :
There were some difficulties getting the correct order of diffraction from the A-0
cells. The cells could produce both the positive and negative orders at one specific
frequency but only one order would work across the cell's bandwidth. It turns out that by
flipping the cell over it was possible to produce the opposite order across the bandwidth.
This has lead to defining a right side up and an upside down for the A-0 cells. When the
cell can produce the positive order it is called right side up and when it can produce the
negative order it is called upside down.
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SECTION 3 : Set up correlator as shown in figure 32.
To complete this step the CCD array at the output simply needs to be replaced
with a high speed photo-detector placed at the origine of the output plane. Some more
electronics are also needed to produce the input signals for the A-0 cells.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT :
high speed ThorLabs detector
amplifier for detector
two function generators
PROCEDURE : (refer to following diagram)
f2=200mm
g(t)cos(wct)
detector
^
Fig. 40 : A-O correlation system
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1 : Replace linear CCD array with high speed photo-detector placed at x = 0 in the focal
plane of the lens. This corresponds to the location of the first positive order of the
second A-0 cell, which is the same as the undiffracted order of the two cells.
2 : Amplify the output of the detector and monitor the output on the scope.
3 : Use the two pulse generators to modulate the 70MHz sine waves produced by the two
HP function generators. (The HP function generators have modulation capabilities,
however they can not handle the frequencies necessary to effectively demonstrate
correlation.)
DATA:
fig. 41 : A-0 correlation system output
In this case the input to cell 1 is a 70MHz sine wave and the input to cell 2
is another 70MHz sine wave modulated by a 54.4KHz square wave. The output
as expected is also a 54.4KHz square wave. When the square wave frequency is
raised higher the output no longer looks good due to the limits of the function
generator's modulation capabilities. This is not correlation since there is only a
reference signal and no input. The laser beam is simply being modulated by the
second A-0 cell, however this step does verify that the set up is functioning as
expected.
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NOTES :
As can be gathered from the information above better modulators are necessary to
get to the next step of this experiment. However themodulator is not the only problem.
When both modulators were turned on (square pulses going into both A-0 cells) the
output was very ugly. This may be caused by interference of the zero order of the two
cells which, as mentioned earlier, is focused to the same physical point as the first order
of the second cell. To alleviate this problem the zero order of the first cell must be
filtered out before it enters the second cell.
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SECTION 4 : Add a spatial filter to remove the zero order of cell 1 .
In section three it was found that the zero order of the two cells, which overlaps
the twice deflected beam in space at the output, was interfering with the desired output.
This problem can be eliminated by adding a spatial filter between the two A-0 cells.
This filter will eliminate the zero order coming out of celll before it enters cell2.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT :
2 cylindrical lenses (f4=75.6mm, f5=62.9mm)
spatial filter (slit)
mounting hardware
PROCEDURE : (refer to following diagram)
detector
\
g(t)cos(wct)
f4=75.6mm
The input optics have been omitted to make the diagram clearer.
s(t)cos(wct)
Fig. 42 : A-O correlation system with spatial filter
1 : Place a cylindrical lens at the output of the first A-0 cell to focus the different orders
(spatial frequencies) down to individual lines.
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2 : Place a spatial filter (slit) in the focal plane of the lens from section one. Position the
slit so as to pass only the first diffracted order.
3 : Place a second cylindrical lens one focal length away from the slit in order to
recollimate the first order beam. Two lenses of equal length should be used in order not
to change the size of the beam. (Two such lenses were not available in the lab, therefore
the two focal lengths were matched as closely as possible)
_fc
4 : Reverse the orientation of the second A-0 cell as shown in the diagram. It was
originally oriented so that the sound propagation of the two cells traveled in opposite
directions, however, the spatial filter at the output of the first cell flips the optical signal
in space, so in order to maintain counter-propagation of the signals the second cell must
be flipped.
DATA:
In order to add the filtering optics the two A-0 cells had to be further separated.
The diffraction efficiency of the second cell dropped, due to the widening of the beam in
the Y direction. However, this reduced diffraction efficiency should not adversely effect
the experiment. Anothermodification that was made for this step was to synchronize the
two square wave generators. Without this the scope could not trigger properly. Having
done this a clean output was finally generated as can be seen in the following plots.
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fig. 43 : output with inputs synchronized
This plot shows the output when the two A-0 cells are driven by the same
signal. The output does not look like a conventional correlation because the
correlation time is limited to 5us (the access time of the A-0 cell) and the input
signal has a period of 7us.
Input cell 1 Ei. -v"^
Input cell 2
fig. 44 : output with inputs time shifted
This plot shows the output when the signal driving the second A-0 cell is
a time delayed version of the signal driving the first cell. The output signal is
now a narrower pulse since the two time shifted signals have a shorter overlap as
can be seen in the plot above.
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NOTES:
Some fairly promising results have been obtained, however, a true example of
correlation has yet to be seen. To get to the next step better input signalsmust be
generated to drive the A-0 cells.
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SECTION 5 : Change theA-0 drivers.
In this section the A-0 drivers have been changed to allow for highermodulation
rates. The HP signal generators have been replaced by 80 Mhz A-0 drivers. Even
though the center frequency of the A-0 cell is 70MHz, 80MHz is well within the 40MHz
bandwidth of the cell, therefore these drivers will not cause any problems. Using the
TTL input on the Isomet drivers it is possible to modulate the 80MHz sine wave output
with simple signals.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT :
IsometA-0 Drivers to replace HP signal generators
SIMULATION :
The following simulations are used to determine the outputs that should be
generated by the experimental setup in order to be a correlator.
CASE 1 : Predict the correlation result of two top half sine waves
Input 1
!l
Input 2
0.5
0
1000
....ii.
500 100C
Output Input 1 = 500 KHz
Input:2 = 450 KHz
Output envelope period = 400 pts
Output envelope freq = 50 KHz (U2)
1000 ^ pk = 0*05 us
Fig. 45 : matlab simulation of top half sine wave correlation
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RESULTS :
This Matlab simulation shows the theoretical result obtained when correlating two
upper half sine waves. The inputs are created by generating a sine wave and then
thresh-holding all values below zero to zero. This is an approximation to the envelope of
the signal produced by the Isomet A-0 drivers when driven by a sine wave ranging from
zero to three volts.
The output is obtained by taking the Fourier Transform of the two inputs (xl and
x2), multiplying the Fourier Transform of xl by the complex conjugate of the Fourier
Transform of x2, and by taking the Inverse Fourier Transform of the result. The
correlation function is the magnitude of this result.
From the results obtained it can be seen that the envelope frequency is the
difference frequency between the two inputs. The correlation also has a DC offset and
swings symmetrically about that offset.
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MATLAB SOURCE CORF
% OSP1.M
% simulate lab correlation setup
% upper half sine wave inputs
clg;
t=0:0.005:4;
[r,c]=size(t);
x1=sin(2*pi*5*t);
for i=1:c
ifx1(i)<0,x1(i)=0;end;
end;
subplot(221);plot(x1);
title('lnputl');
x2=sin(2*pi*4.5*t);
for i=1:c
if x2(i)<0, x2(i)=0; end;
end;
subplot(222);plot(x2);
titlej'lnput 2');
X1=fft(x1);
X2=fft(x2);
Y=X1 .*conj(X2);
y=ifft(Y);
y=abs(y);
subplot(223);plot(y);
title('Output');
text^.S.O^.'Input 1 = 500 KHz'.'sc');
textio.S.O.SS.'Input 2 = 450 KHz'.'sc');
text(0.5,0.25,'Output envelope period = 400 pts'.'sc1);
text(0.5,0.2,'Output envelope freq = 50 KHz (fl^Vsc');
text(0.5,0.15,'1 pts = 0.05 us'.'sc');
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CASE 2 : Predict the correlation result for two square waves
Input 1
500
Output
500
1
Input 2
0.5 W
0
1000 0
Input I = 500 KHz
Input 2-450 KHz
500
\
1000
Output envelope period = 400 pts
Output envelope freq = 50 KHz (Uf2)
1000 1 p** = 0.05 us
Fig. 46 : matlab simulation of 0-1 square wave correlation
RESULTS :
This Matlab simulation is very similar to the first one except that the inputs are
now square waves. This simulates the Isomet A-0 drivers being driven by a square
wave.
Again the correlation is obtained by using the Fourier Transform method, and
again the results are similar except for the shape of the modulated wave. The envelope
frequency is still the difference frequency between the two inputs, but this time the
modulated wave looks like a triangular wave, this is expected since two square waves are
being correlated.
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MATLAB SOURCE COPp
% OSP2.M
% simulate lab correlation setup
% square wave inputs
clg;
t=0:0.005:4;
[r,c]=size(t);
x1=sin(2*pi*5*t);
for i=1 :c
ifx1(i)<0,x1(i)=0;end;
if x1(i)>0, x1(i)=1; end;
end;
subplot(221);plot(x1);
title('lnputl');
x2=sin(2*pi*4.5*t);
for i=1:c
if x2(i)<0, x2(i)=0; end;
ifx2(i)>0Ix2(i)=1;end;
end;
subplot(222);plot(x2);
titlej'lnput 2');
X1=fft(x1);
X2=fft(x2);
Y=X1.*X2;
y=ifft(Y);
y=abs(y);
subplot(223);plot(y);
t.tle('Output');
text(0.5,0.4,'lnput 1 = 500 KHz'.'sc');
text(0.5,0.35,'lnput 2 = 450 KHz'.'sc');
textjO.S.O^S.'Output envelope period = 400 pts'.'sc');
text(0.5,0.2,'Output envelope freq = 50 KHz (f1-f2)','sc');
text(0.5,0.15,'1 pts = 0.05 us'.'sc');
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CASE 3 : Predict the correlation result of two sine waves
For greater analytical ease pure sine waves scaled by 0.5 and DC shifted by 0.5
volts have been used.
Input L
1000
205
Output FFTMetW
200*A/VW^^
1%
0 500 1000
1
0.5
0
Input 2
400
500 100
Output Conv Mcdiod
200
Fig. 47 : matlab simulation of raised sine wave correlation
RESULTS :
In this simulation the correlation was performed two different ways. Method one
is the Fourier Transform method used in the two previous simulations, again the DC
offset is seen. Method two used the Matlab "conv" function (convolution in this case is
the same as correlation since the functions are even).
The two results are different because the Fouriermethod ignores the windowing
function, whereas the "conv" method does not, causing the triangular part of the output.
However the 50 KHz envelop is still present and modulated onto the triangular pulse.
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This simulation shows that the DC offset on the Fouriermethod is simply the
peak of the windowed correlation function, and that peak represents the total energy in
the signal. If the signals where infinite, as they are in the lab this DC offset should be
infinite. This is obviously an inaccurate representation of the lab setup. Due to the time
limit of the A-0 cells the actual correlation time is only 5 us, which in turn limits the DC
offset.
MATLAB SOURCE CODE :
% OSP3.M
% simulate lab correlation setup
% FULL sine wave inputs
t=0:0.005:4;
[r,c]=size(t);
x1=sin(2*pi*5*t)/2+0.5;
subplot(221);plot(x1);
title('lnputl');
x2=sin(2*pi*4.5*t)/2+0.5;
subplot(222);plot(x2);
title('lnput 2');
X1=fft(x1);
X2=fft(x2);
Y=X1.*conj(X2);
y=ifft(Y);
y=abs(y);
subplot(223);plot(y);
title('Output FFT Method');
y=conv(x1,x2);
plot(y);
title('Output Conv Method');
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PROCEDURE : (refer to the following diagram)
f2=200mm
Ob l_
s(t)cos(wct)
f3=150mm
detector
g(t)cos(wct)
Fig. 48 : A-O correlation system setup
1 : Use the Wavetek function generators to modulate the A-0 drivers. The duration of
the modulating signals must be small relative to the Time Limit of the A-0 cells (5us).
2 : Trigger the scope on the output of the detector and observe the output waveform as
the input waveforms are changed.
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DATA:
PLOT 1 : top half sine waves
Input 1 = Top halfof 500 KHz sine wave
Input 2 = Top half of455 KHz sine wave
Output = 45 KHz envelope
wMMWWWtt V f
> ' * *. an n. ;
^^-^hhHHHHHHHHH^
fig. 49 : system output for top half sine wave inputs
Modulate A-0 driver 1 with 500 KHz sine wave and driver 2 with 455
KHz sine wave. As can be seen on plot 1 this produces sinusoidal pulse trains.
The output as shown through simulation has an envelop frequency of45 KHz, the
difference frequency between the two inputs. The output however does not have
a DC offset and is not double sided as predicted by the simulations. The lack of
DC offset explains the single sided output since the output detector can not pick
up negative light.
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PLOT 2 : square wave
Input 1 = 500 KHz square wave
Input 2 = 455 KHz square wave
Output = 45 KHz envelope
iiililliiSiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
kii^Liiiii^iilIgiiliililj
Miij iiMN!
i.t.^muvifw
IllJillfflllilllll
fig. 50 : system output for square wave inputs
Same as Plot 1 except that the inputs are now square pulse trains as
opposed to sinusoidal pulse trains. The same results were obtained.
PLOT 3 : top half sine wave (undeflected)
Input 1 = Top half of 500 KHz sine wave
Input 2 = Top halfof 455 KHz sine wave
Output = 45 KHz envelope (twice undeflected beam)
I H Hi I .
wmmt
5MM1 3
i i\i. i\ a & I a
iiii
^
fig. 51 : system output for top half sine wave inputs (undeflected beam)
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This has the same inputs as plot 1, however this time the output is taken
from the twice undeflected beam. Again an envelop frequency of45 KHz is
found but now the double sided correlation and therefore the DC offset is also
present. Itmakes sense to also find the correlation function on this beam since
the undeflected beam should vary as the inverse of the deflected beam. All power
entering the deflected beam must come from the undeflected beam.
Unfortunately all the equations developed proving correlation assume the output
to come from the deflected beam and not from the undeflected beam, more work
will have to be done to determine what this signal really is.
PLOT 4 : square pulse
Input 1=1 .5us square pulses 4us apart
Input 2=1 .5us square pulses 4us apart
Output = 1 .5us triangular pulses 4us apart
fig. 52 : system output for 1.5us square pulse inputs
Modulate the A-0 drivers with 1.5us square pulses 4us apart to guarantee
that there is only one pulse present in each A-0 cell at any given time. To get a
readable output the two pulses had to be phase locked since a conventional scope
in continuous triggermode was used to see the output. Having done this there are
two identical pulse trains in both A-0 cells. As expected the output was a
triangular pulse train with a pulse width of 1.5us. With normal correlation one
would expect 3us pulses, however, since the two correlated pulse trains are
counter propagating through the A-0 cells there is a time compression factor of
two. In normal correlation only one signal is shifted, but in this setup both
signals are being shifted in opposite directions.
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PLOT 5 : square pulses (undeflected)
Input 1 = 1.5us square pulses 5us apart
Input 2=1 .5us square pulses 5us apart
Outnut = l Sus invprsp triangle pulses 5us apart (undeflected beam)
. ^ \r
mrv
fig. 53 : system output for 1.5us square pulse inputs (undeflected beam)
This has the same inputs as plot 4 however this time the output is taken
from the twice undeflected beam. Here the inverse of the output from plot 4 is
seen but it is not as sharp.
PLOT 6: differing square pulses
Input 1 = lus square pulses 5us apart
Input 2 = 2us square pulses 5us apart
Output = 1.5us trapezoidal pulses
fig. 54 : system output for square pulse inputs (input 1 = lus : input 2 = 2us)
This is similar to plot 4, however the two input pulses are of different
widths. Input 1 is lus and input is 2us, again as expected the output is 1.5us, one
half of the usual 3us correlation, and it has a trapezoidal shape.
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PLOT 7 : section 4 plots redone
input 1 = squarewave with 3.5us pulses
input 2 = same as 1
output = 3.5us pulses 7us apart
r\Lf\j\
input 1 = square wave with 3.5us pulses
input 2 = input 1 inverted
output = 1 5us pulses 7us apart
JLULJL
fig. 55 : system output for inputs used in SECTION 4 figures 43 and 44
For these plots the inputs from the two plots in section 4 have been
duplicated. As can be seen the newmodulators have definitely cleaned up the
inputs. The outputs however are essentially the same as they were previously.
As stated before this does not look like conventional correlation because the
signals are too long relative to the 5us time limit of the A-0 cells.
NOTES :
In this section a recognizable correlation output has finally been seen. It also has
been shown that the inverse of the correlation function can be found on the twice
undeflected beam. The simulation, on the other hand, showed that there should be a DC
offset at the output, whereas none was found. The fact that the A-0 cells have an
integration time of 5us, limiting the DC offset, is only a partial answer. A deeper look at
the physical setup may shed some light on this problem. The mathematics should also be
examinedmore carefully to fully understand where the DC offset comes from.
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SECTION 6 : Get the double sided output
THEORY :
DERIVATION :
As previously stated the system has yet to produce the double sided correlation
output. To find out why, it is necessary to see where it actually comes from. The
following is a derivation of the correlation of two raised cosine waves showing the origin
of the DC offset in the previous simulations. Remember that a double sided output is
impossible without a DC offset since intensity is being measured.
m=\zjM$-w d4)
f(t) = COS^t) + 1
g(t) = cos(w-t) + 1
g(t-x) = cos[w2(t-x)] + 1
f(t) g(t-t) = cos(w,t)cos[w2(t-x)] + cos(w,t) + cos[w2(t-t)] + 1
R(t) = IZo cosCwi0cos[w2(- - x)]dt + IZ, cosiwrfdt +, cos[w2(t - x)]dt + dt (15)
= 0 =0 = inf.
From this derivation it can be seen that the DC offset depends upon the
integration time of the system. The integration time is limited by the access time of the
A-0 cells, which is only 5us in this case. This shows that there should definitely be a DC
offset if the system is operating as a true correlator. The physical setup will now be
examined in more detail in order to find the problem.
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A-0 MODULATING PROPERTIES :
Up to this point it has been assumed that the A-0 cells have linearmodulation
properties, but is this a valid assumption? It can be shown [2] that the diffraction
efficiency of an A-0 cell is given by:
r\ = sin2[BVt J diffraction efficiency (intensity)
w = Jt\ = sin(BVM ) modulation index (amplitude)
where Vs is the input signal voltage, and B is a constant that accounts for all the physical
properties of the cell.
R_ /tt2ZM
b"J^Jh
where Z and H are the interaction width and height of the A-0 transducer, andM is a
material related constant of the A-0 cell.
If BVs is small relative to Jt/2 the modulation index can be written as :
m=BVs (16)
This equation shows that the amplitude of the diffracted light is linearly proportional to
the input voltage as long as the input voltage is a double sided signal whose envelope
stays on the linear part of the sine wave.
The system can also be made linear in intensity by operating in the linear portion
of the sine squared wave. To do this a bias voltage Vh must be added to the input Vs.
This yields:
rj = sm2[B(Vb + VJJ
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Using the trig identities:
sin2
x = (1 - cos 2x) /2 and cos(x+y) = [cosxcosy - sin x sin y] yields
t] = 1/2fJ - cos(2BVb) cos(2BVJ + sin(2BVb) sin(2BVJ]
Now letting BVb = jc/4 results in:
r) = 1/2[1 + sin(2BVJJ
And again if the input voltage is small, the
"sin" drops out yielding:
7] = 1/2[J+2BVJ (17)
This equation shows the intensity being linearly proportional to the input voltage.
Modulation properties 1: linear in amplitude 2: linear in intensity
m
t
sin(BVs) sin2(BVs)
Vs : double
sUetend
rnodulation
envelope of RF
carrier
2
Fig. 56 :A-0 cell linear operation range
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In the lab an intensitymeasurement is being performed to get the correlation
function, therefore the A-0 cells should operate in the linear in intensitymode.
Referring back to the previous sections it can be seen that theA-0 cells were actually
driven with a voltage that ranged from 0 up to maximum power. This is obviously out of
the linear range of the cell and may account for the missing double sided output.
PROCEDURE : (refer to diagram from section 4)
1: On theWavetek function generators add a DC offset to and reduce the amplitude of
the modulating signal in order to operate in the linear in intensity mode.
2: Observe the photo-detector's output.
DATA:
PLOT 1 : sine waves
Input 1 = 500 KHz sine wave on a DC offset
Input 2 = 450 KHz sine wave on a DC offset
Output = 50 KHz envelope (double sided)
Wv^W**W^^^
t-i fr #;
^vvvwv*
k
m^Wv^mWA^
fig. 57 : system output with sine wave inputs
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As predicted biasing the input voltage up to the linear in intensity region
yielded the double sided output. As before, the envelope frequency is the
difference frequency between the two input sine waves. This resultmatches the
simulation almost perfectly.
PLOT 2 : square pulses
Input 1 = 1 .5 us square pulses 4 us apart with a DC offset
Input 2 = 1 .5 us square pulses 4 us apart with a DC offset
Output = 1 .5 us triangular pulses 4 us apart
fig. 58 : system output with square pulse inputs
This is essentially the same plot as in section 5 PLOT 4 (figure 52), this
experiment was rerun to see how the DC offset would effect the square pulse
correlation. Since this correlation has a single sided output anyway, adding a DC
offset made little difference to the results.
NOTES :
It can now be said that the system is operating properly. All the predicted outputs
have been matched experimentally andmost of the confusing points have been resolved.
Operating in the linear in intensity mode allowed the generation of a double sided output
when correlating two sine waves. This is due to the fact that the output detector is biased
up with some DC light, allowing the intensity to fluctuate up and down from the bias
point.
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SECTION 7 : Create a discrete mathematical model of the system
A discrete mathematical model of the dual A-0 cell correlation system will be
developed usingMatlab in order to be able to predict the system's output for various
inputs and to verify the functionality of the system.
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION :
The input light is produced by aHe-Ne laser and is expanded in one dimension and
columnated before it enters the first A-0 cell. Celll is positioned at the Bragg angle
relative to the input light in order to deflect a maximum amount of light to the first order
when the cell is turned on. The second A-0 cell is placed at the Bragg angle relative to
the first order of celll, that is to say that cell2 is set to deflect the light that has already
been deflected by celll . In addition cell2 is placed in the opposite orientation of celll so
that the input sound waves propagate in opposite directions in the two cells. Finally a
Fourier Transform lens is placed at the output of the system to convert all the different
spatial frequencies to points. The point source generated from the spatial frequency of the
twice deflected beam is focused onto a photo-detector and the intensity is measured.
From this description it is clear that both the A-0 cells have to be turned on
simultaneously to produce light at the output. Furthermore, if the modulating pulses are
shorter than the Access Time (T) of the A-0 cells, only part ofeach cell is turned on at
any given time and that the output is a function ofhow much overlap there is between the
"ON"
sections of the two cells.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT ;
ASSUMPTIONS :
1 : input light is uniform
2 : A-0 cells are operating in the Linear in Intensity mode
Referring to previous sections it is clear that the two A-0 cells are counter
propagating and have their origins at opposite ends. It can also be seen that cell2 is set to
diffract the light that has been diffracted by celll. If each A-0 cell is broken up into a
discrete number of contiguous units it is obvious that corresponding units in both theA-0
cells have to be turned on in order to get a contribution to the correlation output from that
pair, since the correlation output is made up of the twice deflected beam. For instance in
the following diagram the 5 shaded units would be the only units contributing to the
instantaneous correlation output at time t.
Fig. 59 : visualization ofmodulating signal in A-0 cells
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When the signal in a unit is a 1 the unit is turned on (the signal shown is actually the
envelope of the RF carrier). If time is frozen the two inputs can be written as:
xl(t-T) = xl(l), xl(t) = xl(16)
x2(t-T) = x2(l), x2(t) = x2(16)
since there are 16 units in each A-0 cell in the drawing above. The instantaneous output
(x3(t)) can be written as:
x3(16) = Xl(l)x2(16)+xl(2)x2(15)+xl(ll)x2(6)+xl(12)x2(5)+xl(13)x2(4)
Using this algorithm aMatlab simulation can easily be written, in the simulation the A-0
cells have been broken up into 100 individual units making each unit 0.05us long since the
entire cell is 5us long. The two input signals are 25us each and the output is calculated
starting at 5us and ending at 20us to eliminate the variations at the output due to the
inherent windowing function created when generating a finite signal.
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DATA
SIMULATION 1 : 1.5us pulses 4us apart
fig. 60 : experimental A-O correlation results fig. 61 : simulated A-O correlation results
Here there is a problem with the model matching the experimental results. In the
simulation there are twice as many pulses, due to having more than one input pulse in the
A-0 cell at the same time. This makes perfect sense since the Access Time (T) of the A-0
cell was assumed to be 5us and the input pulses are set 4us apart. However the same
thing should also be seen in the lab since the A-0 cells are factory specified as having an
Access Time of 5us. This dilemma may be resolved by looking at the assumptions made,
which include having the input light as uniform across the A-0 cell. If it is actually not
uniform this could account for a reduced effective Access Time or Integration Time.
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MATLAB SOURCE CODE
X1 =[ones(1 :30),zeros(1 :50)];
X1=[X1FX1,X1,X1,X1];
X2=X1;
for c=1 :300,
S1 =X1(c:99+c);
S2 = X2(c:99+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(S1.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1 (1:300);
X2=X2(1:300);
plot(X1);
title('Correlation for 1 .5us pulses 4us apart');
plot(S3);
% CREATE INPUTS
% MODEL COUNTER-PROPAGATION
% INTEGRATE CELL CONTENTS
EXAMINE THE INPUT BEAM :
As just mentioned the input beam's nonuniformity may be causing the reduced
integration time in the experimental system. To examine the beam profile an optical
power meter was used with a slit in front of it and it was slid across the beam, this yielded
the following results, where a displacement ofzero represents the center of the A-0 cell:
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Table 2
Input Beam Profile with fl = 15mm
Right ofZero Left ofZero
disp (mm) power(uw) disp (mm) power(uw)
0 128 0 128
1 128 1 112
2 128 2 78
3 108 3 52
4 100 4 48
! 5 65 5 33
6 47 6 20
7 23 7 12
8 15 8 8
9 6 9 5
10 2 10 2
11 1 11 1
It should come as no surprise that the profile resembles a Gaussian distribution,
which can easily be modeled. Below are plots of the measured profile and the Gaussian
model which will be used in subsequent simulations to approximate the input beam. (The
Gaussian profile used is e"2/2 evaluated from x = -3.45 to x = 3)
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Gaussian Profile
10 20 30
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Experimental Profile
10 20 30
fig. 62 : Gaussian model ofbeam profile and measured beam profile
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SIMULATION 2 : 1 .5us pulses 4us apart, input light gaussian
INPUT
1
0.5
0
40
20
0
1 OO 2.00
OUTPUT
A A
100 200
fig. 63 : Model output using gaussian input beam & square pulses
For this simulation theMatlab model was modified to take the Gaussian profile of
the input beam into consideration. As can be seen by the plot the model matches the
experimental results shown with SIMULATION 1 (figure 60) quite well.
MATLAB SOURCE CODE :
I =-3.45:0.065:3;
I =exp(-l.*l/2); % create gaussian input light
X1 =[ones(1 :30),zeros(1 :50)];
X1=[X1,X1,X1,X1,X1];
X2=X1 ; % create signal inputs
forc=1:300,
S1 =X1(c:99+c);
S1 = S1 .*l; % modify modulation due to input light
S2 = X2(c:99+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2); % counter-propagation of sound in cells
S3(c) = sum(S1.*S2); % perform integration cells
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1 (1:300);
X2=X2(1:300);
plot(X1);
plot(S3);
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SIMULATION 3 : Two sine waves 500Khz and 450KHz
INPUT 1
L000
OUTPUT
1000
fig. 64 : Model output using gaussian input beam and raised sine waves
In this case the model is used to try to predict the output when the inputs are two
raised sine waves, one having a frequency of 500 KHz and the second having a frequency
of450KHz. The plot above shows only one of the two inputs. More importantly it is
obvious that the model is not working for this case, as can be seen if this plot is compared
to the experimental equivalent in SECTION 6-PLOT1 (figure 57).
MATLAB SOURCE CODE :
% A-0 correlator simulation T=5us break it up into 100 elements 0.05us
each, gaussian input
l=-3.45:0.065:3; % gaussian input
l=exp(-l.*l/2);
t = 0.05:0.05:100;
X1=sin(2*pi*0.5*t)+2; % raised sinusoidal inputs
X2=sin(2*pi*0.45*t)+2;
for c=1 :900,
S1 =X1(c:99+c);
S1 = S1 .*l; % modify modulation according to input light
S2 = X2(c:99+c);
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S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(S1.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1 (1:900);
X2=X2(1:900);
plot(X1);
title('INPUTI');
plot(X2);
title('INPUT 2');
plot(S3);
title('OUTPUT');
SIMULATION 4 : Correct simulation 3
In simulation 3 it was seen that the model does not operate properly with raised
sinusoidal inputs. About the only factor that is not definite in the system is the actual
integration time. Assuming again that the integration time is the problem, it will be
modified until the simulation output matches the experimental results. The integration
time was effectively changed in the simulation by further changing the profile of the input
beam. After a few attempts the following results were attained.
INPUT
L000
OUTPUT
\*
1000
Fig. 65 : Model output using narrow input beam and raised sine waves
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To get the simulation to match the lab results the input beam had to be changed to
a gaussian going from -6 to 6 as opposed to -3.5 to 3. The Matlab Code shown above
remained unchanged except that the line defining the input beam was modified to read "I =
-5.88:0.12:6".
DETERMINE THE CORRELATION TIME :
Having modified the input beam profile it is now necessary to determine the
effective correlation time of the new model in order to find the correlation time of the
physical setup. To determine the effective correlation time of the model with the gaussian
input the actual correlation time of a model with uniform input beam will be modified until
the two outputs match. Two different methods will be used with the first being "Narrow
Pulses" in which the input pulses are narrow enough to get the expected triangular output.
However, the period is small relative to the correlation time of the system in order to
generate secondary lobes whose amplitude can be matched between the two simulations in
order to determine the correlation time, since the correlation time in the simulation with
the uniform input light is a known factor. In method two "Wide Pulses" the period
between the pulses is wide enough not to produce any secondary lobes, however the
pulses themselves are larger than the correlation time in order the produce a "flat top"
effect that is due to the integration time of the system being shorter than the input pulses
being correlated. In this case the length of the "flat
top" between the two simulations can
be matched in order to determine the correlation time.
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PLOT SET 1 : Narrow pulses
INPUTS
0.5 r
0
100 200
CORw/tGAUS INPUT
inputs = 1.5us pulses period of 3us
effective correlation time = 1.75us
40
20
REALl.76u.OOR
U.A.A.A./1
100 200 LOO 200
fig. 66 : Model used to determine system correlation time
In this case the inputs are 1 .5us pulses with a period of3us. The
correlation with the gaussian input beam was kept as the constant and the
correlation time of the system with a uniform input was varied until the two
matched. The critical feature to match is the size of the secondary lobes in the
output, as the integration time decreases these lobes get smaller. This optimization
process set the effective correlation time due to the gaussian input to about 1.75us.
The plots also show that the gaussian input beam causes a slight rounding of the
output. Below is a plot of the experimental results for the same inputs. It is very
close to the model.
3.0 0
fig. 67 : system output used to determine correlation time
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PLOT SET 2 : Wide pulses
0.5 r
0
INPUTS
100 200
40
20
COR w/tGAUS INPUT
innr
100 200
inputs = 3us pulses period of 5us
effective correlation = 1.75us
40
20
0
REAL 1.7&_*COR.
FAAA
100 200
fig. 68 : model output used to determine correlation time
In this case the inputs are 3us pulses with a period of5us. The correlation
with the gaussian input beam was kept as the constant and the correlation time of
the system with a uniform input was varied until the two matched. The critical
feature to match is the time duration of the "flat top" in the output, as the
integration time decreases this time gets longer. This optimization process set the
effective correlation time due to the gaussian input at about 1.75us. A trapezoidal
output is seen as opposed to a triangular output because the correlation time is
smaller then the time duration of the pulse and therefore the window function
caused by the integration time is being correlated with the pulse. Since the two are
ofdifferent lengths a trapezoidal output is obtained. Again the rounding caused by
the gaussian input beam is seen. Below is a plot of the experimental results for the
same inputs, which is very close to the model.
3.000
fig. 69 : outputwith 3us input pulses
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2.000"
fig. 70 : outputwith 2us input pulses
This plot shows the output when the input pulses are set to 2us. The
output is just starting to flatten out demonstrating that the effective correlation
time is slightly less than 2us. If the correlation time were greater than or equal to
2us the output should still be triangular since the correlation of two equal length
pulses is always a triangular pulse.
NOTES;
The model now seems to be predicting the experimental results accurately,
however it is not perfect. In order to get the model to work correctly the effective
correlation time had to be reduced to about 1 .75us. This was achieved by making the
input beam in the model smaller. To get the model to match the experimental output the
input beam was reduced to about 1/2 its actual size, as measured in the lab. This means
that the model has yet to account for some other factor in the setup that is reducing the
effective correlation time. This work has also shown that it is necessary to increase the
input beam width, and to determine and correct the other factor(s) reducing the
integration time in order to get the expected 5us correlation time.
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SECTION 8 : Increase the correlation time
In this section the effective correlation time will be increased by first expanding the
input beam and then by determining and correcting the other factor(s) reducing the
integration time. The Matlab model will also be updated to more accurately reflect the
system.
PROCEDURE : (refer to diagram in section 5)
Expand the input beam by replacing the lens at the output of the laser (fl=15mm)
with a lens with a focal length of about 3mm and realign all the optics (it may be easiest to
dismantle most of the setup before realigning). F2 could also have been changed in order
to get a wider input beam, however this would make the input stage longer causing more
beam spread in the Y direction.
DATA & OBSERVATIONS :
FOCAL LENGTH OF Fl :
At first the 15mm focal length input lens was replaced by a lens with a focal length
of 1.4mm. This was done in order to get the most even distribution possible across the
first A-0 cell. The problem with using such a small focal length lens is that too much
optical power is discarded (does not travel through the system) and the output is much too
weak to measure even after going from a 4mW to a 13mW laser. Bumping the focal
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length up to 3mm provides a good compromise yielding a wider input beam and enough
power at the output.
NEW INPUT BEAM PROFIT F.
The new beam profile at the input ofthe first A-0 cell was sampled with a slit
across a power meter and yielded the following results, where a displacement ofzero
represents the center of the A-0 cell.
Table 3
Input Beam Profile with fl = 3mm
Right ofZero Left ofZero
disp (mm) power(uw) disp (mm) power(uw)
0 56 0 56
1 68 1 58
2 60 2 56
3 57 3 52
4 58 4 60
5 63 5 61
6 64 6 54
7 55 7 63
8 50 8 54
9 48 9 51
10 33 10 44
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Profile wiCkl =15mm Profile witk fl=3_m
10 20 30 10 20 30
fig. 71 : input beam profile with fl = 15mm and fl = 3mm
As can be seen by this plot the new beam profile is much wider. The jaggedness
on the top may be due to several factors including dirty and imperfect lenses and
reflections. These plots are normalized and plotted versus sample number. Each sample is
approximately 1mm apart and the profile plotted represents the intensity across the input
of the first A-0 cell. The new profile will be modeled as a uniform distribution.
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NARROW PULSES
i 3.330"*
Fig. 72 : system outputwith pulse train input & fl=3mm
This plot is comparable to the plot in figure 67. Here however, the effect
of changing fl from 15mm to 3mm and in turn expanding the input beam is seen.
Referring to figure 67 the reader will see that the input period was 3us as opposed
to the 3.33us period in this plot whereas the outputs are very similar (the size of
the secondary lobes being the primary criterion). This proves that the integration
time has effectively been increased by at least 0.33us, which would bring it up to
about 2. 1 5us from 1 .75us. The model that was used to determine the correlation
time in "SECTION 7" can be used here as well to show the increased integration
time, however this will be omitted for the sake of space and to prevent
redundancy. The comparison of the actual output along with previous work
showing that the secondary lobes get larger as the correlation time increases with a
fixed period or as the period decreases with a fixed correlation time demonstrates
that the correlation time has increased after expanding the input beam. Below is a
plot with the input period set to 3us and showing the output for both the fl=15mm
and the fl=3mm cases. The larger secondary peaks in the fl=3mm case again
demonstrate an increase in correlation time.
Fig. 73 : system output with fl=15mm and fl=3mm
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WIDE PULSES :
AlAJP
Fig. 74 : system output for 2us pulses Fig. 75 : system output for 2.5us pulses
INPUTS = 3us SQUARE PULSES
f1=15mm I i
t
f1=3mm
i V
Fig. 76 : system output for 3us pulses Fig. 77 : correlation of 3us pulses w/t fl=15/3mm
Above is a group ofplots that are comparable to the plots in figures 69 and
70. In this set the "flat top" effect caused by a correlation time that is shorter than
the width of the square pulses being correlated is examined. The outputs for three
different input widths (2us, 2.5us, and 3us respectively) have been plotted. It can
be seen that having fl equal to 3mm results in perfect correlation when the input
pulses are 2us long, whereas "SECTION 7" showed that with fl=15mm the
correlation output obtained from 2us pulses started rounding off at the top. By
further comparing the data it is also obvious that the output obtained with 2.5us
input pulses and fl=3mm matches the output derived from 2us input pulses with
fl=15mm. This leads to the conclusion that widening the input beam increased the
effective correlation time by about 0.5us, as opposed to the 0.33us previously
estimated according to the narrow pulse plots. This brings the effective correlation
time up to about 2.25us. This estimate is being used because the "flat
top"
measurement is more accurate then the size of the secondary lobe which is
susceptible to noise. Figure 77 is included to provide a direct comparison to figure
69, since both have input pulses of3us, this case clearly shows that the "flat
top"
got smaller as the input beam was expanded.
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OPTIMIZE CORRELATION TIME :
At this point the correlation time will be optimized by "tweaking" the system. This
is being done to try to find the other factor(s) which are reducing the integration time.
A-0 LENSING EFFECTS :
While observing the system it was noticed that the beam width entering the second
A-0 cell looked very small, 8mm as opposed to the 16mm one would expect (16mm is
expected as opposed to 20mm because the two lenses being used in the spatial filter
section are not perfectly matched and therefore cause a slight beam width reduction,
however the reduction caused by the spatial filter should only be about 20% still leaving a
possible 4us correlation time to which the current setup is not even close). The 8mm
beam entering the second A-0 cell was thought to have been caused by the A-0 cells
acting like lenses and further reducing the beam, however this idea was rejected when the
collimation of the beam was measured with the cell turned on and the cell turned off. The
measurements showed that the beam was identically columnated in either case leading to
the conclusion that the cell had minimal lensing effects.
BEAM COLLIMATION :
During the previous investigation the collimation of the beam exiting the spatial
filterwas varied and it was found that the correlation time actually increased when the
beam was spreading out. This is not simply due to a larger input beam entering the second
A-0 cell since the actual width of the beam entering the cell was the same whether or not
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the beamwas columnated due to the fact that the second A-0 cell is so close to the output
of the spatial filter. The difference was seen when the beam width was observed 3 meters
away, at this point it had spread out to 15mm in the case where the correlation time was
peaked. The plots shown in the previous section actuallywere done with the beam
spreading since the output lens of the spatial filter was positioned so as to optimize to the
correlation peak which in turn optimized the correlation time as will be shown later (it was
assumed that this meant that the beam entering the second A-0 cell was columnated. It
was not until the collimation measurements were done, trying to determine whether or not
the A-0 cells had lensing properties, that it was discovered that the beam entering the
second A-0 cell was not columnated). Having this information the beam entering the first
A-0 cell was examined to see if spreading it out could also increase the correlation time or
peak, however, it was found that the optimal position had the input beam columnated.
Below is a table of the correlation time and peak as a function of the spread of the beam
entering the second A-0 cell. The beam spread was varied by moving the output lens of
the spatial filter (L5) in the z direction (direction ofpropagation). The beam width was
measured at the face of the second A-0 cell and also 3 meters away from the second A-0
cell (to measure the beam at 3m a mirror was placed in front of the second A-O cell to
steer the beam to a measuring point while avoiding the second A-0 cell guaranteeing that
any beam spread found was not due to the A-0 cell). The inputs used for the two cells
were 2.5us square pulses with a period of 5us.
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Table 4
Correlation Peak and Time as a Function ofBeam Columnation
beam width
atA-O cell
(mm)
beam width
3m away
(mm)
collimation
index *
normalized
correlation
peak
normalized
correlation
time
8 24 3 0.61 0.6
8 21 2.6 0.78 0.73
8 18 2.2 0.93 0.95
8 15 1.9 1 1
8 14 1.7 0.89 0.83
8 12 1.5 0.53 0.75
8 10 1.3 0.29 0.6
* the columniation index is (beam width at 3m / beam width at A-0 cell)
The correlation time was determined by measuring the full width of the output
trapezoid and subtracting the width of the "flat
top"
ofthe trapezoid. This difference
yields the effective correlation or integration time assuming it is less than or equal to the
size of the input pulse (2.5us in this case). The following diagram illustrates the
integration time measurement procedure, and below that is a graphical representation of
the tabulated correlation data.
ex. 0.5us
2.5us
correlation time
= 2.5 - 0.5 = 2.0us
fig. 78 : determination of correlation time
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oolumnaiion index
Fig. 79 : correlation time and peak vs input beam collimation
This graph shows the correlation time and correlation peak versus
the collimation index. The peak occurs when the collimation index =1.9
which means that the beam is spreading out (a perfectly columnated beam
has a collimation index of 1). It is also clear from the plot that the
correlation peak tracks the correlation time as stated earlier.
A-0 CELL 2 LATERAL POSITION :
So far the "tweaking" of the system has not increased the correlation time,
however it has shown that the beam entering A-0 cell should be uncolumnated to a certain
extent in order to maximize the correlation time. Next the position of the second A-0 cell
relative to the input beam is considered. Since the beam is not as wide as the cell the
position at which the beam enters the cell can be varied. The following table shows the
correlation time and peak as the position ofthe input beam is varied, where the zero
position is the center of the cell. The beam position was varied by moving the A-0 cell.
Since the input beam is 8mm wide the cell only needed to be moved 6mm from zero in
each direction before the beam started missing the cell. In this case the inputs used for the
two cells were 3us square pulses with a period of 5us.
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Table 5
Correlation Time and Peak as a Function of Input Beam Position
distance from
center (mm)
normalized
correlation peak
correlation time
(us)
-6 0.4 1.5
-5 0.47 1.7
-4 0.53 2.1
-3 0.67 2.4
-2 0.73 2.7
-1 0.83 3
0 0.87 3
1 0.87 2.4
2 0.9 2.2
3 0.93 1.8
4 0.97 1.6
5 1 1.4
6 1 1.4
1.0-i
.8
-
.6
-
.4
-
.2
-
CORRELATION PROPERTIES
VS BEAM POSITION
.6-5-4-3-2-1 0 12 3 4 5 6
distRncfi from center Cmm 1
I
?
COR. .PEAK
COR. TIME
fig. 80: correlation time and peak vs input beam position
In this case the correlation peak does not track the correlation time,
therefore only the correlation time can be used as the optimization factor. From
the graph it is clear that the integration time is maximized when the input beam is
centered, which intuitivelymakes sense. It can also be seen from the tabulated
data that the effective correlation time has been increased up to about 3us.
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The following are plots of the correlation output due to various sets of inputs with
the new effective integration time ofabout 3us.
fig. 81: output for 3us pulses fig. 82: output for 1.5us pulses
w/t 4us period
fig. 83: output for 3us pulse
and 2us pulse
From figure 81 it is clear that a triangular output is obtained when the inputs are
3us pulses, which proves that the integration time is about 3us or more. In figure 82 the
inputs are 1.5us pulses with a period of4us. The output again demonstrates an integration
time close to 3us when this plot is compared to previous plots. Finally figure 83 shows
the output when the two A-0 cells are driven with different pulse widths (cell 1 is driven
by 3us pulses whereas cell 2 is driven by 2us pulses). The output, as expected, is a
trapezoid due to the different pulse length and the output pulse width is one half the sum
of the two input pulse widths (ordinarily one would not expect the time compression
factor of2, however as previously mentioned the counter-propagation of the two
correlation inputs causes this). Below are comparison plots of the first two plots above
with the equivalent plots obtained before optimization ofthe lateral position of the second
A-0 cell.
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INPUTS = 3us PULSES \ r
INPUTS = 1.5us PULSES
before cell position f\
optimization / \
int. time = 2 .5us/ \
PERIOD /VAA
after cell position /\
optimization : / \
int. time - 3us 1 \
PERIOD ft \
I wmmJ \*m v
Fig. 84: output for 3us pulses before and
after cell position optimization
Fig. 85: output for two different period pulse
trains before and after cell position optimization
Figure 84 shows how the longer integration time due to the optimization of the
position of cell 2 has produced the expected triangular correlation output when correlating
two 3us pulses as opposed to the trapezoidal output seen when the correlation time was
too short. Figure 85 shows the output produced when correlating 1.5us pulse trains with
periods of3.3us and 4us respectively. The plot shows that the outputs are almost
identical for both cases, which means that the effective correlation time has been increased
by up to 0.7us, again leading to the conclusion that the new effective integration time is
about 3us.
CELL 2 INPUT BEAM SIZE :
There is now a marked improvement over the 1 .75us integration time initially
produced by the system, and it should be enough to proceed to the next step which
involves using more complicated inputs for the A-0 cells. However, before proceeding
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the size of the beam entering the second A-0 cell will again be examined in hope offurther
extending the correlation time. It was previously mentioned that the beam entering the
second A-0 cell was small relative to the beam entering celll, intuitively one would think
that the first order beam coming from celll should be ofthe same width as the input beam.
The beam entering cell2 was expanded by replacing the spatial filter's output lens (L5)
with a longer focal length lens (f5 = 100mm). Having changed this lens minimal
improvement in the correlation time was found. Next the slit in the spatial filter was
replaced in case it was too small and was cutting offpart of the beam. The fixed dual
razor blade slit was replaced with a variable width slit, however again there was no change
in correlation time. According to the previous information the size ofthe beam entering
A-0 cell2 seems to have little effect on the correlation time. Intuitively this makes no
sense, and it may be due to the types of signals being correlated. Since square pulses of
equal length are being used as the two inputs it is hard to determine whether a trapezoidal
output is due to a short system integration time or to the shrinking ofone input relative to
the other. In order to get a clearer picture ofwhat is happening it is necessary to use more
complex input signals to correlate.
NOTES:
In this section the correlation time of the system has been increased to an
acceptable level, which is quite evident by looking at the correlation outputs. It may be
noticed however that there are no plots for raised sinusoidal inputs as there were in the
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simulations and previous lab work. This is because the newly increased correlation time
made the output quite "ugly" as was simulated in section 7 figure 64. It was not until the
integration time ofthe simulation was dramatically reduced that the model displayed the
same double sided output that was seen experimentally (figure 65). Now that the
experimental correlation time has been increased the double sided output is no longer
visible and as a matter of fact it is hard seeing anything at all since the output is too
"ugly"
for the scope to sync properly. This is further proof that the correlation time has been
increased and that the model is predicting the system's output correctly. Now that the
system is operating properly on square pulse inputs more complicated pulses, such as
those found in a typical radar problem, will be attempted.
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SECTION 9 : Correlate Linear FM Pulses
In this section the correlation ofmore complicated signals will be attempted, more
specifically Linear FM Pulses. This requires new drive circuitry for the A-0 cells which
will be designed and built in the lab.
PULSE DESCRIPTION :
Up to now only fairly simple pulses have been correlated, however, in order to
demonstrate signal correction from the matched filter, a more complicated signal must be
used. This signal must have the following properties: a flat A(co) and a nonlinear <_>(). A
common signal having these properties is the Linear FM Pulse. An FM signal is a signal
whose instantaneous frequency varies linearly with a modulating signal. The instantaneous
frequency of this signal can be written as :
Oi = (D0+KXt) (18)
wherec is the carrier frequency, K is a constant of the system, andy(t) is the modulating
signal. And furthermore the signal itself can be written as :
f = cos 6(t) (19)
where 6(t)= {,<# = cf+ 9. //(/)<# (20)
If f(t) = t the signal is called Linear FM. Due to problems discussed in the
hardware development section (pages 120-124) the Linear FM pulse will be approximated
by letting:
J{t) = cos(v>m t) and % = 0 :. G(t) = c / + JC sin(&m t)
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The correlation of two identical linear FM pulses such as the one described above
is shown in theMathcad worksheet replicated below.
x := 5,5.1.. 20
WC = 5
K =6
f(t) := cos(wct+ 0.5Ksin(0.5t))
g(t) = f(t)
R(x)
50
50
f(t)g(t-T)dt
R(t) o
5 10 15 20 25
fig. 86: Mathcad worksheet (correlation of liner FM pulses)
SIMULATION :
The following simulations have been run in Matlab using the system model
developed in section 7. The model has an effective correlation time of3us, which is about
the best the experimental system could produce. These simulation have been run in order
to get a feeling for the types ofoutputs that should be expected from the system. The
linear FM input pulses used in the following simulations have been hand generated in order
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to simplify the model, ifmore accuracy is required it will be necessary to alter the model
to mathematically produce the pulses in accordance with the device parameters of the
VCO being used experimentally. The following plots show the systems output and only
one of the inputs since the two are identical in all the cases shown.
CASE 1 : SINGLE SIDED LINEAR FM PULSE
Fig. 87: model output for single sided linear FM pulse inputs
In the plot above it is seen that the output is dominated by the DC factor in the
input as is evidenced by the presence of the triangular pulse at the output. This simulation
shows that the input pulses should be double sided. This is not a problem for the
experimental setup since, referring to schematic of the linear FM pulse generator (figure
97), it can be seen that the AC coupling between the analog switch and the op amp
guarantees a double sided output.
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CASE 2 : DOUBLE SIDED LINEAR FM PULSE WITH DC OFFSET
INPUT
1.5
1
0.5
0 100
OUTPUT
200
200
fig. 88: model output for double sided linear FM pulse inputs withDC offset
In this case the inputs were made double sided and placed on a DC offset in order
to simulate operation in the linear in intensity mode in accordance with the work done in
section 6 . As can be seen this yielded promising results which are very similar to the
theoretical correlation shown in figure 86.
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CASE 3 : DOUBLE SIDED LINEAR FM PULSEW/O DC OFFSET
INPUT
0.5
0
-0.5
100 200
OUTPUT
A
200
fig. 89: model output for double sided linear FM pulse inputs w/o DC offset
This case is similar to the previous one except for the fact that there is no DC
offset on the input pulses. It is quite clear that the output is cleaner than the previous case
and also shows a better main to side lobe ratio. The only problem is that this can not
actually be implemented with the system developed up to this point. The input pulse
shown requires the system to operate in the linear in amplitude mode (refer to section 6)
whereas the experimental setup is actually operating in the linear in intensity mode. This
simulation was included to show the possible performance improvements that could be
achieved by operating in the amplitude mode. It is more difficult to operate in this mode
due to the heterodyne detection that is necessary at the output. It should also be noted
that the model used to derive this output does not take the detection process into account,
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therefore in practice the performance improvements may not actually be as dramatic as the
simulations show.
MATLAB SOURCE CODF.
% A-0 correlator simulation
% T=3us
% input light has uniform distribution
clear;
clg;
X1=[0,1, 1,0,0,0,1, 1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1, 1,1,1, 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1, 1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0];
Xl=[Xl,zeros(l : 120),Xl,zeros(l : 120),Xl,zeros(l : 120)];
X2=X1;
forc=l:300,
Sl=Xl(c:59+c);
S2 = X2(c:59+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(Sl.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1(101:300);
S3=S3(101:300);
plot(Xl);
title('Correlation for 3us linear FM pulses 6us apart');
subplot(223);
plot(S3);
For sake ofconciseness only the code for the first case is shown, however all three
cases use essentially the same code with only the definition ofXI (the Linear FM input)
changing (refer to appendix A).
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ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT ;
A-0 DRIVE VOLTAGE :
Before the drive circuitry is designed the issue of the required drive amplitude for
the A-0 cells must be confronted. This factor determines the linearity of the modulation
process. This has previously been dealt with (refer to "SECTION 6"), however it was
only done qualitatively. It was shown that the modulating signal had to have a DC offset
and that the magnitude had to be relatively small compared to the full operation range of
the A-0 cell in order to remain in the linear part of the sin2 function. The optimum values
for theDC offset and the magnitude of the modulating wave were not determined since
the parameters needed to calculate the "B" factor (a constant pertaining to the A-0 cell,
refer to "SECTION 6") were not available in the specs provided with the A-0 cell. To get
more ofa quantitative handle on this problem the A-0 modulation curve will now be
experimentally determined by measuring the intensity in the first diffracted order of the
A-0 cell while driving the cell with a 70MHz sine wave and varying the amplitude from
zero up to the point where the intensity flattens out. Below is a table and plot of the data
obtained.
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Table 6
Diffracted Intensity vs A-0 Input Peak to Peak Voltage
input p-p
voltage
(vohs)
normalized
intensity
input p-p
voltage
(vohs)
normalized
intensity
0 0 11.1 0.65
0.9 0.01 11.9 0.72
1.7 0.03 12.6 0.77
2.6 0.05 13.6 0.84
3.4 0.09 14.3 0.88
4.3 0.13 15.1 0.91
5.2 0.19 15.7 0.93
6 0.24 16.6 0.95
6.8 0.3 17.4 0.98
7.7 0.38 18 1
8.6 0.45 18.6 1
9.3 0.51 19.4 0.98
10.2 0.58 19.7 0.98
DIFFRACTED INTENSITY VS INPUT VOLTAGE
I
0.8
NORMALIZED
'6
INTENSITY
0.4
0.2
0
c) 5 10 15 2
70MHz P-PVOLTAGE (VOLTS)
0
Fig. 90: A-O diffracted intensity vs peak to peak drive voltage ( 70MHz sine wave)
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As can be seen in the plot above the experimental data matches the theoretical
results almost perfectly (refer to "SECTION 6" figure 56). Furthermore it can be seen
that the modulating wave should be centered at about 9 volts and should have amaximum
amplitude of about 4 volts. Using this information the output voltage of theA-0 drivers
can be set to guarantee linear operation of the system.
SIGNAL MULTIPLIER :
Referring to the system diagram (figure 32), it can be seen that the electrical inputs
to the A-0 cells are required to be f(t)cos(wct), where wc is the center frequency ofthe
A-0 cell (70MHz in this case). Thus far the Isomet drivers, which have a TTL input
capable ofcontrolling the state of the 80MHz sine wave output, have been used to
perform the multiplication. This worked quite well with simple signals such as square
pulses, but it is precarious when slightly more complicated signals such as a 500KHz sine
wave are tried. It is now necessary to modulate the carrier with a Linear FM Pulse having
frequencies ranging from 4 to 5 MHz, and the modulation should be linear. These
requirements make the Isomet drivers unusable and require the use ofnew modulating
circuitry which will be developed and built in the lab. Essentially what is needed is a
multiplier, 4 quadrant analog multipliers are readily available in IC form. The Analog
Devices AD834 multiplier which is operational up to 500MHz was chosen for this
application. Below is a circuit diagram for a one sided signal multiplier, this circuit was
taken from the Analog Devices Data Book, also shown is the PC Board layout.
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WIDEBAND DC-COUPLED MULTIPLIER
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fig. 91: schematic for wideband dc-coupled multiplier
The 100Q trim pots between each of the lower 3.74kQ resistors and the negative
supply have been added to fine tune the circuit, guaranteeing linear tracking of the input.
fig. 92: PC board layout for signal multiplier
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The following two figures show sample outputs from the signal multiplier board.
The signal on top is input 1 (triangular wave with frequency of 1MHz and 5MHz
respectively), input 2, which is not shown in the plots, is a 70MHz sine wave. The bottom
trace in the two plots is the output of the multiplier board and ifthe board is operating
properly its envelope should track input 1. The ability of the system to produce an output
envelop which linearly tracks the input is extremely dependent on the amplitudes ofthe
two input signals, the DC offset of the triangular wave (the 70MHz sine wave has no DC
offset since the HP signal generator being used is incapable ofproviding it, however it is
possible to get a linear output without it), and the values ofthe two variable resistors. In
the following plots these values are:
input 1 = 320mV p-p triangular wave from 60 to 380mV
input 2 = 420mV p-p 70MHz sine wave centered on zero
vrl = 100Q vr2 = 3Q
J* 1.00*'
'mmpmrv up >mIwii'--' ' lS--^.MS5*-:.'."S9"4*&v. :- .S.
\-L
J* 4.98 "
'" *?%_f**{'"-' ?^3fc! ''-
StPi ;-.:*
*r i
fig. 93: multiplier input/output (1MHz) fig. 94: multiplier input/output (5MHz)
In both cases the linearity of the output is very good, the only problem seen
is that the output is slightly time delayed in the 5MHz case. These outputs were
actually generated from the wire prototype and this problem may disappear with
the PC board circuit. It was also noticed that the output was riding on a large DC
offset and that it was impossible to get rid of the DC offset while maintaining
output linearity. This is not a problem since the output of the multiplier will be
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amplified by an RF amplifier that removes DC (Intra-Action RF amplifiers having a
frequency range of 10 to 100MHz are being used). When the amplified output
was observed it turned out to be identical to the plots above except for an
amplitude scale factor and the removal of the DC offset.
LINEAR FM PULSE GENERATOR
Now that the AM modulator board is complete it is necessary to generate the
linear FM pulses that will be used to modulate the carrier. In the final system these linear
FM pulses will take the place of the triangular waves used as test signals in the design of
the multiplier board. As previously mentioned a linear FM signal is a signal whose
frequency changes linearly with a linear modulating signal. To build a circuit like this, one
simply needs to build an oscillator whose output frequency is linearly dependent upon an
input voltage, fortunately this described the function ofa VCO (voltage controlled
oscillator), which is readily available in IC form. The MotorolaMCI648 VCO was
chosen for this task, it can operate from 1 to 225 MHz, however, the actual range is
dependent upon external component values. It will be used from about 4 to 5 MHz by
driving it with a 2 to 6 Volt cosine wave. (Strictly speaking the drive function should be
triangular (linear) to generate a Linear FM pulse. The cosine is being used as an
approximation to the triangular wave because discontinuities in the derivative of the
triangular function cause the VCO to act erratically). To eliminate the reference function
time reversal that is necessary to demonstrate correlation (refer to pages 44-45) the Linear
FM pulse must be even, requiring the drive function to be even, which the cosine is.
Another point that should be mentioned here is that theMotorola VCO generates a Linear
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FM square wave as opposed to a cosine wave as described in the Linear FM Pulse
description earlier. The tank circuit can be modified so as to produce a sinusoidal output
but this causes the amplitude ofthe output to vary with the amplitude of the input. Noting
this problem the VCO will be used in the square wave mode.
Once the linear FM signal is generated it needs to be gated (switched on and off)
to produce pulses. This can be easily achieved by using TTL controlled analog switches
such as theMotorolaMC74HC4016. The tricky part is generating the switching signal.
This is more complicated than it sounds since the pulses need to have very specific
properties in order to have the A-0 system operate as a correlator. An even output wave
from the VCO has already been guaranteed by driving it with an even signal, but it is still
necessary to make sure that the gated signal (the pulse itself) is also even. This can be
done by making the gating signal one full period of the VCO drive signal, and also making
it even about the drive signal as is shown in the following diagram.
VCO drive
signal
TTL sync
signal JUUU
switching
signal J I
fig. 95: switching signal in relation to VCO drive signal
The linear FM output wave from the VCO is not shown to simplify the diagram,
however it would have the same symmetry properties as does the cosine VCO drive
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signal. The TTL sync signal shown above is the typical sync output that is generated by a
function generatorwhen producing the cosine wave also shown above. It can be seen
from the diagram that the "on time" for the switching signal is smaller than the "off time".
The ratio should be one period "on" and at least two periods "off', depending upon the
pulse width relative to the access time ofthe A-0 cells, in order to prevent having a pulse
in the input A-0 cell slide by more than one pulse in the reference cell or vise versa. A
switching signal matching these specs can be generated by setting up a TTL counting
circuit and using the sync signal from the VCO drive signal generator as the clock. The
last piece needed is the output circuitry which will be able to drive a 25J__ load (two 50Q
loads in parallel, two separate multiplier boards described above). This is being done to
ensure that the signals entering the two A-0 cells are identical and synchronized. Below
are diagrams showing the linear FM pulse generator's: board layout, schematic and output
respectively:
fig. 96: board layout for Linear FM Pulse generator
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fig. 97: schematic for Linear FM Pulse generator
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Fig. 98: Linear FM Board Input and output Fig. 99: Multiplier output when driven by linear
FM pulse
Figure 98 shows the experimental output for the board described above. The top
trace is the modulating input, a 400KHz cosine wave with an amplitude of2V and a DC
offset of4V. The bottom trace is the output of the Linear FM Pulse Generator when
driving two of the multiplier boards, described earlier, in parallel. As can be seen the
frequency ofthe output wave varies with the amplitude of the input signal. One problem
that was noticed is that the output pulse is not perfectly even. This is caused by the sync
pulse (not shown) not being in phase with the peaks of the modulating sine wave. Solving
this problem requires different pulse generators. Figure 99 shows the output of the
multiplier board when being driven by a liner FM pulse and a 70MHz cosine wave. As can
be seen in the schematic (figure 97), the Linear FM Pulse Generator has been equipt with
a variable gain and DC offset, in order to guarantee the linear operation of the multiplier
board. In figure 99 the linear FM pulse has been set to match the specs shown for the
triangular wave in figures 93 and 94. Using the output shown in figure 99 to drive the
A-0 cells will correspond to CASE 2 of the previous simulations.
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PROCEDURE :
1 : Replace Isomet drivers with drive circuitry described above (or equivalent)
Connect the signal and sync outputs ofa function generator to the
corresponding signal and sync inputs of the Linear FM Pulse Generator.
Connect the output of the Linear FM Pulse Generator to input 1 ofeach of
the two Multipliers and connect the HP sinewave generators to input 2.
2 : Drive the LFM Pulse Generator with a 400KHz cosine wave having an
amplitude of2V and aDC offset of4V.
3 : Drive input 2 of theMultiplierwith a 70MHz sine wave having an amplitude of
400mV.
4 : Use amplifiers at the outputs of theMultiplier boards to amplify the signal up
to an envelop amplitude of4V.
5 : Use the DC offset pot on the Linear FM Pulse Generator to center the envelop
of the RF signal to 9V (after the amplifiers).
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DATA:
On the first attempt there was no recognizable output seen. The electrical inputs
to the two A-0 cells were examined showing that the two were not matched and that they
were extremely noisy. To alleviate this problem one of the multiplier boards was
disconnected and the output of the other was split driving the two amplifiers. This is not
an ideal situation since a conventional splitter was used creating an effective 252 load for
the multiplier whereas it was designed for a 50Q load. Even with this being the case the
signal generated was far superior. It was also found that most of the noise had been
eliminated since it was coming from cross coupling between the two multiplier boards. In
order to make debugging easier the system was further simplified by replacing the Linear
FM Pulse Generator by a square pulse generator. The multiplier board was driven by
0.1us pulses 5us apart to demonstrate that the system could work on an individual square
pulse this size since the linear FM pulse is made up similar length pulses.
fig. 100: System outputwhen correlating two 0.126us pulses
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As can be seen in the plot above the expected output was generated for the
0. 126us pulse correlation. Having shown that the system is operational with the individual
components of the linear FM pulse, the Linear FM Pulse Generator was reinserted into the
system, yielding the output shown below.
A
fig. 101: initial linear FM correlation output
The top two traces in the plot above are the linear FM inputs to the two cells. Due
to resolution limits of the camera and the scanner the detail is gone, however when
expanded they look like the trace shown in figure 99. The output (bottom trace) does not
match the expected output from figure 88. It is dominated by a triangular output which is
generated when correlating two square pulses. Further examination of the output shows
the possibility of linear FM type correlation superimposed onto the triangular wave as is
demonstrated in the following diagram.
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triangular
output
expected
output
Fig. 102: possible superposition ofoutputs
The diagram above illustrates the possibility that the output seen is a superposition
ofa triangular output and something similar to what was expected, however it does not
explain where the triangular outputs came from. In section 8 the correlation of square
pulses was optimized by changing the position ofL5 (the output lens of the spatial filter)
and the position ofA-0 cell two. Referring back to section 8 it was also stated that it was
difficult to know if the correlation had truly been optimized since the input pulses were so
simple. Knowing this the two components mentioned above were again
"tweaked" to
attain the expected correlation signal at the output. Surprisingly the correlation was
maximized with a collimation index of7, which is much higher than predicted from section
8 (refer to table 4 and figure 79). However, as expected the correlation was maximized
with the beam entering cell 2 in the center (refer to table 5 and figure 80). Having
maximized these two factors the system was able to produce the output shown in the
following plot.
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fig. 103: linear FM correlation output
The output shown above is similar to the expected output shown in figure 88. The
slight triangular shape comes from a small DC offset in the input envelop signal which can
actually be seen in the top trace in figure 103, noticing that the negative excursion of the
signal is slightly larger than the positive. It is also obvious that the output is not
symmetric, unlike the simulated output, but this again can be attributed to the input signal
which itself is not symmetric as can be seen in the plot above and also in figure 98. The
dissymmetry just mentioned is also the cause of the smaller than expected main lobe peak.
Another factor reducing the effectiveness of the system is the fact that the input to the
A-0 cells had a DC offset of7V and an unsymmetric amplitude of 3V as opposed to the
9V DC offset and symmetric 4V amplitude required for optimum linear operation (refer to
figure 90). This is due to limitations of the Linear FM Pulse Generator.
Now that the expected output has been seen for the linear FM case, the square
pulse will again be used to determine the effective correlation time of the system. Using a
standard function generator to produce the square pulse input to the multiplier itwas
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possible to achieve the 9V DC offset and 4V amplitude that the Linear FM Pulse
Generator could not provide. Having done this the effective correlation time of the system
was experimentally found to be about 0.6us (this is much smaller then previously
expected, refer to section 8). This short integration time is yet another factor causing the
linear FM correlation output (figure 103) to not match the simulation perfectly. Below are
plots of the correlation output for 0.2us and 0.6us pulses respectively demonstrating the
determination of the correlation time as described previous sections.
0.212"
fig. 104: 0.2us pulse correlation output fig. 105: 0.6us pulse correlation output
Figure 105 shows the system input and output with the scope set to 20MHz
bandwidth limit the signal. This setting was used to provide a cleaner output, however
this makes the top trace the derivative of the input to the A-0 cell rather than the actual
input.
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Having determined the effective correlation time of the system the discrete model
was again modified and the linear FM correlation run redone. The linear FM input in the
model was also changed in order to more accurately reflect the experimental pulse,
including a slight DC offset. The plot below shows the input and output of the latest
model.
INPUT
Jl-
OUTPUT
^^J^M^V-
Fig. 106: modified model linear
FM correlation output
As can be seen in the plot this new simulation output is very close to the
experimental output proving that indeed the acousto-optic system is acting as a correlator.
(refer to appendix A for source code)
NOTES:
In this section the correlation of two linear FM pulses was demonstrated. The
experimental output did not perfectly match the simulated output, however it was
reasonably close. This problem is primarily due to the drive circuitry and in order to get a
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closer match the circuitry mentioned will have to be improved. As mentioned earlier the
linear FM pulse will have to be made even in order to get the high correlation peak seen in
the simulation and this can be achieved by using a function generator whose sync output
can be set to be in phase with the peak of the sine wave being used to drive the VCO. The
rest of the problems with the drive circuitry can be attributed to noise and ringing. Once
the drive signals are improved the optical system itself can more accurately be examined
and tuned.
CONCLUSION:
The primary goal of this chapter, namely implementing an acousto-optic correlator,
has been achieved. The final system varies slightly from the system proposed in figure 36
via the addition of the spatial filter between the two A-0 cells and also the change of LI
from a focal length of 15mm to 3mm. The system was able to reproduce all the simulated
outputs very closely, with the exception of the linear FM pulse correlation in section 9 and
in that case the system output was close enough to the expected output to demonstrate the
functionality ofthe system. Showing that the system can be used to correlate linear FM
pulses proves that it can also be used as a corrective matched filter if the dispersion being
corrected is due to a system whose transfer function has a flat amplitude function and a
nonlinear phase function, such as a log periodic antenna.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF REST IT TS ;
The objective of this report was to implement an optical matched filter in order to
perform signal correction. Several optical signal processing systems and deviceswere
examined leading to the conclusion that the Acousto-Optic modulator was the most
promising technology for immediate implementation. It was also shown that the dual A-0
correlation system was an excellent candidate for experimental setup providing
implementation ease while remaining extremely flexible as far as input signals are
concerned since the reference signal is time variable as opposed to a fixed mask.
Chapter three, which dealt with 2 dimensional Fourier Filtering, demonstrated the
power ofoptics in the realm of image recognition. These systems, however, are not very
conducive to the goals of this study since they require the time signal to be mapped onto a
two dimensional space coordinate system before processing can begin and then require the
inverse mapping at the output to recover the corrected time signal. Chapter three also
demonstrated the extreme importance of the phase in a Fourier Filter system, showing that
using the phase alone provided results superior to those attained with the full matched
filter. This led directly into Chapter four which examined the problem ofdetecting the
phase ofa spatial optical signal. In Chapter four an optical system capable ofdetecting
the phase of spatial signal was implemented. This was a limited system and worked only
on one dimensional signals since the detector was a linear array. It could however easily
be upgraded to handle a 2 dimensional signal by replacing the linear array with a 2
dimensional detector array. This system was also limited to detecting a slowly varying
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phase function but this again was solely a function of the detector used.
In Chapter five an Acousto-Optic signal correlator was implemented. The
correlation output was mathematically derived and a discrete mathematical model was
developed. Through this section further insight into the A-0 cell was also gained and the
question ofmodulation linearity of the cell was addressed showing that the cell can
operate both linearly in amplitude and intensity depending upon the characteristics of the
drive signal. The system's sensitivity to various alignment factors was also shown leading
to some unexpected results, including the fact that the system performed better when the
beam entering the second cell was slightly expanding. Correlation of simple pulses was
demonstrated including the correlation two square pulses of equal length producing a
triangular pulse of the same length at the output and the correlation oftwo square pulses
ofdiffering length producing a trapezoidal pulse at the output with a length of 1/2 the sum
of the two input pulse lengths. The outputs just described show a time compression factor
of two relative to normal correlation, due to the fact that in the A-0 correlation system the
two pulses being correlated are counter propagating (both sliding in opposite directions)
whereas in normal correlation only one pulse is "slid". Chapter five went on to explain the
need for more complicated input pulses to correlate and then described a suitable pulse,
namely the linear FM pulse. The discrete mathematical model was used to predict the
correlation output for these pulses. The circuitry necessary for generating said pulseswas
developed, built and incorporated into the optical system, demonstrating the correlation of
two linear FM pulses.
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VII. PROPOSED FUTURE WORK :
The following is a list ofproposed future work. It includes proposals for the
Acousto-Optic correlator developed in Chapter 5 and also for other systems discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3.
1 . The most obvious continuation of this work is to improve the correlation of
linear FM pulses. This includes modifying or replacing the circuitry developed in
Chapter 5, and modifying the optical setup to achieve higher integration times.
2. The discrete model developed for the system inherently treats the input light as
a group ofparallel rays, with the number of rays being equal to the number of
individual sections defined in the A-0 cells. The next version of the model should
work on the electric field transformation principle. The electric field should be
calculated as it propagates through the system and the intensity should be
determined at the surface of the photo-detector at the output.
3. The Acousto-Optic correlation system also needs to be characterized,
determining the systems performance limits and describing the steps necessary to
insure that these performance limits allow the system to work on current radar
signals.
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4. The A-0 correlation system was only demonstrated to work in the linear in
intensity mode. It was shown in Chapter five that it may be advantageous not to
have the input signals riding on a DC offset; however, this would require operating
the system in the linear in amplitude mode. This mode ofoperation should be
examined experimentally in order to determine possible performance advantages.
5. Chapter 5 dealt with only the space integrating correlator, there is another
class ofAcousto-Optic correlators known as time integrating correlators. These
were discussed in Chapter 2 but not implemented. They theoretically provide a
much better correlation gain since the integration time of the system is dependent
upon the detector and not the A-0 cells. It would be interesting to see how these
systems perform in practice relative to the space integrating correlator.
6. Also discussed in Chapter 2 were various two dimensional systems. It is
important to know how these systems perform relative to the one dimensional A-0
systems discussed above. It is necessary to see if they have performance
improvements that warrant the extra steps needed in the implementation due to
coordinate mapping (the ID time signal must be mapped to and from a 2D space
coordinate system). The best systems for current implementation would be the
binary phase only filter. This system demonstrated good performance in the
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simulations and it is fairly easy to implement. Fixed masks can be produced in a
micro electronics lab and updatable masks are commercially available.
7. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 the use ofFourier systems brings up the
question ofphase detection. This issue was touched upon in Chapter 4, however
much more work needs to be done in the area of reliable phase detection ofa
spatial optical signal.
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APPENDIX A : Additional Matlab Source Code
A: The following code was used for evaluating gaussian beam propagation through
optical systems. These programs were used two different ways thoughout this study:
1 : To simplify the task ofdetermining lens positions and focal length to achieve
particular beam propagation features, including beam width and radius of
curvature as a function ofposition (z), waist size and waist position.
2 : To determine the gaussian beam propagation features described above for a
given optical system.
% OPTSYS.M calculates the beam waste vs distance through an optical lens system
%user defined parameters
clc;
clg;
a = 0:l:5;
plot(a,0*a);
title('YOUMAY PLACE LENSES ALONG THE HORIZONTAL AXIS');
text(.2,0.8,TRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE','sc');
clear L;
clear D;
a=l;
n = 0;
pltpnt = 0;
while a ~= 0,
a = inputCEnter distance to lens (in meters - 0 to end) : ');
ifa^O,
n = n+l;
D(n) = a;
pltpnt = pltpnt + a;
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L(n) = inputCEnter focal length of lens (in meters) : ');
s = sprintf(L%1.0f,n);
text(pltpnt,0,s);
text(.2,0.8,"PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE','sc');
end
end
D(n+1) = input(*Enter distance to travel from last lens (in meters) : ');
la = 0.000000633; % He-Ne wave-length
Wo = 0.0005; % Tipical Laser Waist
k =2*pi/la; % WaveNumber
zo = pi*(WoA2)/la; % zo for laser
clear z;
clearW;
q = 0 + j*zo; % q ofbeam at start
r = size(L);
ent = floor(500/(r(2)+l));
fora=l:r(2),
dist = D(a);
freesp;
q = lens(q,L(a));
end
dist = D(a+1);
freesp;
W = W * 1000;
plot(z,W,'-r',z,-W,'-r');
hold;
pltpnt = 0;
fora=l:r(2),
pltpnt = pltpnt + D(a);
s = sprintf('f=%1.2f,L(a));
text(pltpnt,0,s);
s = sprint_CD=%1.2f,D(a));
text(pltpnt,-max(W),s);
plot([pltpnt,pltpnt],[-max(W),max(W)],'-w');
end
title(Tropagation ofGaussian Beam Through Lens System');
xlabel(T>istance (m)');
ylabel('Spot Size (mm)');
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0% freesp(q,dist,cnt)
% this procedure calculates the waist size as a beam propagates
% through free space given then starting q, the distance
% traveled and the number ofpoints to calculate
zs = zeros(l,cnt+l);
Ws = zeros(l,cnt+l);
zs(l) = real(q);
delta = dist/cnt;
fork=l:cnt+l,
q = zs(k) + (j*imag(q));
Ws(k) =Waq(q,la);
ifk < cnt+1, zs(k+l) = zs(k) + delta; end
end
if exist('W)= 1, W = [W,Ws];
else W =Ws; end
ifexist('z')=l,
o = size(z);
zs = zs + z(o(2))-zs(l);
z = [z,zs];
else z = zs; end
function m = lens(q,f)
%this function calculates the q after going through a lens
% given q at the input and the focal length f
m = q/((-l/f)*q+l);
function m =Waq(q,la)
%THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE WAIST SIZE GIVEN q and lambda
m = -imag(l/q);
m = 1/m;
m = la*m/pi;
m = sqrt(m);
function [m,n] = mspot(q,la)
%this function returns the minimum spot size and its location
% given q and lambda
m = sqrt((imag(q)*la)/pi);
n = real(q);
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B: The following is additional source code for simulations run in chapter 5.
corlfm2.m
% A-0 correlator simulation
% T=3us; break up cell into 100 elements O.OSus each
% input light has uniform distribution
X1=[0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1, 1,0,0,0,0,0,1, 1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0];
Xl=Xl-0.5;
Xl=[Xl,zeros(l:120),Xl,zeros(l:120),Xl,zeros(l:120)];
X1=X1+1;
X2=X1;
forc=l:300,
Sl=Xl(c:59+c);
S2 = X2(c:59+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(Sl.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1(101:300);
S3=S3(101:300);
plot(Xl);
title('Correlation for 3us linear FM pulses 6us apart');
subplot(223);
plot(S3);
corlfm3.ui
% A-0 correlator simulation
% T=3us; break up cell into 100 elements 0.05us each
% input light has uniform distribution
X1=[0,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0];
Xl=Xl-0.5;
Xl=[Xl,zeros(l : 120),Xl,zeros(l : 120),Xl,zeros(l : 120)];
X2=X1;
forc=l:300,
Sl=Xl(c:59+c);
S2 = X2(c:59+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(Sl.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
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X1=X1(101:300);
S3=S3(101:300);
plot(Xl);
plot(S3);
corlfm4.m
% A-0 correlator simulation
% elements 0.0069us each
% input light has uniform distribution
xl=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x2=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x3=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x4=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x5=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x6=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x7=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x8=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l,l];
x9=x7;
xl0=x6;
xll=x5;
xl2=x4;
Xl=[xl,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,xl0,xl l,xl2]; % 2.5us pulse with 12 elements
Xl=Xl-0.4; % slight DC offset
Xl=[zeros(l : 1000),Xl,zeros(l : 1000)];
X1=X1+1;
X2=X1;
for c=600: 1500,
SI = Xl(c: 100+c); % 0.7us correlation
S2 = X2(c:100+c);
S2 = fliplr(S2);
S3(c) = sum(Sl.*S2);
end;
subplot(221);
X1=X1(800:1500);
S3=S3(800:1500);
plot(Xl);
title('Correlation for 2.5us linear FM pulses');
subplot(223);
plot(S3);
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APPENDIX B : Photographs of the A-0 Correlator
f2=200mm
s(t)cos(wct)
f3=150mm
detector
g(t)cos(wct)
Fig. 107: Acousto-Optic Correlator Diagram (final system)
Fig. 108: Acousto-Optic Correlator (entire system)
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Fig. 109: Acousto-Optic Correlator (input stage)
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A-0 cell 2
preference .:|
Fig. 110: Acousto-Optic Correlator (spatial filter)
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f40cell2
Fig. Ill: Acousto-Optic Correlator (output stage)
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